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Meeting addresses
funding of schools
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BC News
In response to a PBS documentary regarding the condition
of the school systems In Ohio and
throughout the United States, a
town meeting was held last night
to discuss the equity of school
funding in Ohio.
A panel discussion, moderated
by University President Sidney
Ribeau, was aimed at looking into
the problems brought up with the
documentary previously aired,
"Children in America's Schools."
The special, which was originally broadcast in September,
viewed the differences funding
caused between the school districts and how students were
harmed by a lack of appropriate

funding.
The program was rebroadcast
with the local panelists as a result of a collaboration between
Les Stemberg, dean of the College of Education and Allied
Professions, and Ribeau. Ribeau
had been planning on using the
topic of school funding on his
weekly WBGU television show.
■University to lose state funding.
Story on page three.
"I thought it was very enlightening," Stemberg said. "Obviously there was no solution. As
long as we maintain that dialogue, only good things can happen."
• See MEETINC, page three.
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University President Sidney Ribeau moderates the discussion between panelists during a "Town Meeting" which addressed the topic

of funding of Ohio schools. Considering the issue are Cynthia Beekley, Rep. Jack Ford, Laura Martin and William Phillis.

Chrysler speeds up
plans for new plant

Take Us Home

The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Chrysler Corp. apparently is speeding up plans to
build a new Jeep assembly plant
in the city, a newspaper reported
Thursday.
The Blade said Chrysler appears to be aiming for a midyear
start of construction so vehicles
could be made at the plant before
the turn of the century.
Chrysler discussed the construction startup in a letter sent
to area utilities. The Blade obtained a copy of the letter.
A telephone message left at
Chrysler was not immediately
returned Thursday.
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Schnoz protects her one-and-a-half week old pups, Pickles and I Otsego Park last week. Schnoz and her pups need to be fostered for
Puddles at the Wood County Humane Society after being found in two or three weeks before they can be adopted.

Smith to retire next month
By CINDY PEPER
The BC News
Colleen Smith, Bowling Green
Municipal Administrator, will retire Feb. 1 after 30 years as a city
employee. Smith will be succeeded by current Assistant
Municipal Administrator, John
Fawcett.
Smith said that she is looking
forward to retirement and to
spending time with her family.
"It's time to move on and get a
breath of fresh
ideas [in the office]," said
Smith
She said that
the job demands ISO percent energy all
the time and
retirement will
be a nice rest.
Smith
Smith said
she would most like to be remembered as cooperative and
someone who promoted improvements for Bowling Green.
She also said that she enjoyed
working with the current mayor.

"It's time to move on
and get a breath of
fresh ideas."
Colleen Smith
retiring Bowling Green Municipal
Administrator
Wes Hoffman.
"I owe my entire career to our
current mayor," Smith said. "He
taught me everything I know."
Hoffman said he will miss working with Smith Hoffman worked
in city government with Smith
for 22 years and he said, "It's like
losing your right hand." He said
that they worked very well
together and he never worried
about her judgement because
they think so much alike.
"It was an experience I
thoroughly enjoyed," said Smith
about her work in city administration. "I wish that every citizen
could say after 30 years, 'I absolutely love my job.' " Smith said
that she always had great cooperation from co-workers.
One of Smith's major projects

was recycling in the city. She
says that when she was younger,
her social sorority volunteered to
crush cans and break bottles so
they could be recycled. Now
Bowling Green has city-wide
curbside recycling pick-up with
97 to 98 percent voluntary participation.
Smith had other major projects
during her tenure with the city.
She worked on the purchase and
renovation of the city's Senior
Center, acquiring new police and
fire stations in 1984 and the elimination of a jog at the intersection
of Poe and Main streets. Smith
also worked to bring in the Business Park on Dunbridge Road,
which created new jobs and more
revenue for the city.
A resolution honoring Smith
was adopted at Tuesday's City
Council meeting.
"I really expected them to wait
until I was gone," Smith said.
The resolution will be presented to her Jan. 31 at a reception
given in her honor. The reception
will be held in the council chambers from 3:30 p.m. until 6 p.m.
and is open to the public.

The No. 3 automaker has two
Jeep plants In Toledo Jeeps. The
plant on Jeep Parkway was built
in 1910. The other plant is about
one mile away on Stickney
Avenue. The plants employ about
S,600 people.
Chrysler, which has said little
about its plans to build a new
Jeep plant, is considering
whether to put the $1 billion factory on an undeveloped site or to
expand next to the Stickney
Avenue plant.

Chrysler Chairman Robert Eaton has said he wants the new
plant to be producing Jeep Cherokees and Wranglers by 2002.
The first requirement in the letter for a new site was "availability for commencement of construction in mid-1997."
The plants make all of Chrysler's hot-selling Cherokees and
Wranglers and produce about
1,200 vehicles daily.
Union leaders think Chrysler
will announce it's decision in the
spring. Nick Vuich, United Auto
Workers Local 12 Jeep chairman,
said he was not surprised by the
letter's time line.
Chrysler previously told the
union that it wants to build the
next-generation Cherokee starting in 2000 In the new plant and
that building it would take 18 to
30 months, making a mid-1997
construction start likely. "They
told us they want to break ground
sometime this year," Vuich said.
The letter also asks utilities for
a rate proposal for a plant starting in 2000.
Chrysler spokesman Dan
Moore said the time line was a
• See JEEP, page three.

Frustrated Internet users
file class-action lawsuit
The Associated Press
ELYRIA, Ohio -- Three
Ohioans frustrated because
they can't get access to America Online's bogged-down
system have filed a lawsuit
that seeks class-action status.
The lawsuit filed in Lorain
County Common Pleas Court
accuses the company of making it nearly impossible for
subscribers to surf the Internet at certain times of the
day.
"It has been virtually impossible to log on from 6 p.m. until
midnight," said one of the
plaintiffs, Michael W. Fine, of
Avon Lake.
Attorney Robert Gary filed
the suit Wednesday on behalf
of Fine; Rodney Long, of Stow;
and Dan Rambo, of Lakewood.
Gary said a class-action lawsuit would represent the inter-

ests of all AOL users in Ohio.
At issue is the company's
offer of unlimited access to the
Internet and AOL's own information resources for $19.95 a
month, Gary said.
So many people are going online because the flat price is
more affordable than the
hourly rates that subscribers
can't get ready access.
Cleveland attorney Jonathon
M. Yarger, who is also working
on the suit, said he wants customers to at least get refunds
for the monthly fees collected
since AOL went to the flat rate

Dae. I
At least five other lawsuits
already have been filed: one in
Los Angeles, three in New
York and one in Detroit All accuse AOL of breaching its contract with subscribers and
engaging in deceptive marketing practices and false advert-

ising. The lawsuits seek classaction status and unspecified
damages.
The Lorain County suit
claims America Online is violating the Ohio Consumer Sales
Practices Act by selling something that does not exist - unlimited access.
America Online spokeswoman Trida Primrose said the
company was working to upgrade its network and expects
"to prevail in the class-action
suits."
The company has said it is
expanding capacity by 75 percent. AOL now can accommodate 260,000 users at one
time.
Meanwhile, states are looking into the consumer concerns, and competitors are trying to turn AOL's problems to
their advantage.
• See SUIT, page three.
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TOM MATHER

New social problem: mail bashing
Recently I received the single
most destroyed piece of mall ever,
complete with an apologetic letter
from the post office.
It Is hard to fathom, to describe
using mere words what my package now looks like. It began as an
eight and a half by eleven manlla
envelope, which only could be
ascertained through extensive
comparison of old dental records.
Do you remember In elementary
school, when your homework
wasn't done, so you crumpled It
up, spit on It. lit It on fire, and bit
off a corner In hopes that the
teacher wouldn't notice the empty
back side of the paper? Well,
maybe that was just me. Anyway,
this system is now also In place at
the U.S. Postal Service. I was
somewhat dismayed to discover
that the top of the envelope was
pre-opened (torn). I am not sure
how I felt when I also discovered
that the SIDE of the envelope was
also pre-opened (for my convenience).
I could hear the announcer In
my head. "Come one, come all. See
the Amazing Tom as he puts his
arm In one side of the envelope,
and before your very eyes, the
same arm emerges through a
different sldel How does he do It?
Nobody knows."
The utter and complete destruction of my mall does not bother
me. Somehow, someway, every
paper in my envelope managed to

be delivered to me. I hereby give
the Postal Service the credit due
to them. They may be bad. but
they're good at It.
I had a book when I was a
little kid called Hou> Things
Work. I loved it because it
explained everything from why
the telephone rang when you
dialed to how the picture got on
the TV. I've always wanted to
know the hows and whys of
everything. My problem In this
case is that I want to know, for
the love of Georglna, WHAT
HAPPENED TO MY MAIL? About
all I can tell from the package Is
that the destruction of my mail
must have been darn good fun.
I don't care If they had to
destroy my mall, but why wasn't
I Invited to help? Its my mall
after all.
After much thought.! came
up with two theories about the
destruction of my mall. Neither
one can be proven, unless a
couple of brave souls come
forward to vouch for my mall.
While the two theories vary
greatly, they both advance the
notion that somewhere along
the line, someone probably had
a party.
Theory number one: fTo add
dramatic effect. I have Included
dialogue that may or may not be
completely accurate.)
"Hey, Jerry, are you going to
stay after work for the Destruc-

tion of Tom Mather's Mall Party?"
"Shoot. Was that today? I was
supposed to go to Bob's. He's got
that new semi-automatic pistol he
picked up at a garage sale. It
doesn't have a safety, but It was
only twenty dollars! Walt a minute.
Tom Mather. That name sounds
familiar. Hey, isn't he that short
guy?"
"Yeah, that's the one."
"I can't stand him. I don't want
to miss the party, but I don't have
anything to bring. Is It BYON?"
"Actually, you are supposed to
Bring Your Own Napalm, but I'm
sure there will be extras. The party
starts at five. In that room where
we keep all the supplementary
mall. Be there, or we'll kill you."
Theory number two:
As part of NAFTA many post
office Jobs have gone to Mexico,
such as gun dealers, the headquarters of Klu Klux Kats (who
claim they aren't hurting dogs,
they are promoting felines), and
stamp llckers. According to this
theory, all U.S. mall now travels
through Mexico. These Mexicans
work very hard at their new Jobs.
So every once In awhile, to show
their appreciation, the management throws a party.
"Plnatas es necesario por la
fiesta."
"Es este correo (mall) de Tom
Mather?"
"Si."
"Es el que hombre bajo? Me no

Ml£

372-2604
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gusta Tom Mather. Usemos el
correo de Tom por una pinata."
"SI. Su correo es nos correo."
As I said, neither of these
theories can be proven. My sole
evidence of the incident is a half
page letter from the post office
acknowledging the destruction
of my mall. Here are some
highlights (insinuations between
the lines are in parantheses).
"We sincerely regret the
damage your mall received
during handling In the Post
Office (snicker, snicker). We
realize your mall Is Important to
you. (It Is not Important to us.)
Occasional damage (nuclear
detonation) will occur due to the
mechanization (angry machines)
utilized to assure the most
expedient and economical
service. (It's destroyed, but It
was destroyed cheaply.) On
behalf of the Postal Service,
please (don't sue) accept my
apology. (We owe you one.)"
I accept your apology, Post
Office. (Don't let it happen
again.) I am sure that whatever
happened, it was probably an
accident. (I received a bribe for
being nice in this column.)
Anyone with information
regarding the exact method used
to destroy Tom's mall may
arrange a secret meeting with
htm by e-mailing him at
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu. or
writing to 210 West HalL

"Su correo es
nos correo."
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to jubmit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these fnidelines:
• Make rare ON tetter b 5M words or lass.
Please indade yaw address, Bajor, academic das* aacf phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for TersHcatioa and
not for pubiicafea).
• Letters must be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought In saved •■ a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Brine the letter to Room 210 West Hah",
or e-mail us at bgnews.bgnet®bgsuxdu.
Be prepared to show valid Ideatiflcatioa.
• Space llmhattoas may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Copyright O 1997. The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in I920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
ihe paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

■GUEST COLUMNIST

Bookstore causes deep frustration
At this moment I am writing
this. I am supposed to be writing a
response paper on the introduction
to the text of my English Literature
book. The text Is contained In the
Norton Anthology compiled by Mr.
Abrams. Or maybe It's Abrahms.
or Ahbrams. Or Ahbramson, for all
I know, because I couldn't get my
hands on a copy of the book to find
out for myself. Uke many other
students, I walked to the bookstore
In the pleasant -15 degree wlndchlU that Is gusting through
Bowling Green In this post-holiday
season only to find myself fighting
my way through the crowded aisles
to not find the book I need In order
to complete my assignment. And It
was merely Monday. No problem. I
thought (well. I actually didn't
think 'no problem', but it hadn't
become a major trauma yet) and
continued my search at the other
bookstores near campus.
But. as I suspected. I found
neither hide nor hair of the book
there, either. I ascertained that I
was not the only scholar afflicted
with the same problem because as
I stood staring at the slot where
the book should have been on the
shelf, a bookstore employee
approached me and asked, "Were
you the one looking for the
Abrahms text?"
Either I had become the legendary subject of a folk song about
endless quests and sheer disappointment in the minutes since I

had fled from the University
Bookstore or somebody else had
the same problem. "We ordered
the book from the publisher and
It should be here any day," the
psychic lady told me. I took the
other seventy-five pounds and
several hundred dollars of
books I was able to purchase
home and thought of my options
In this situation.
Whine To My Roommates
was the first thing I came up
with. That helped tremendously,
because In the list of things I
had to complain to them about,
I remembered the "Information
Desk" at the University Bookstore. Surely they would be able
to tell me when a shipment of
books would arrive. I sprung to
the phone...okay, I rolled over
and picked up the phone and
called the bookstore number. I
asked the happy lady who
answered If she could tell me
when they would be getting
more copies of the book.
"You'll have to call the Info
Desk to find that out. Let me
give you the number."
So I called the phone number
she quoted and let It ring for a
while. Just as I was about to
give up. a machine answered.
Thank you for calling the
graduate student department.
None of the geology graduate
students are able to..."
No dice.

I called Happy Lady back. She
gave me another number.
"Hello, campus operator. How
can I help you?"
Not even close.
One more call to Happy Lady.
This time, she had a brilliant Idea.
"Let me transfer you to the Information Desk." A transfer! They
must have obtained a new phone
capability since last we spoke!
Another Happy Lady from the
Information Desk answered the
buzz.
"Hold on, let me get to a computer."
- Time Elapses I began to wonder If Second
Happy Lady had been abducted by
a band of gypsies In the Cultural
Studies isle.
"What was that you wanted?"
I repeated the title and author of
the book I sought.
"We ordered some," she told me.
I Inquired about a time frame, as
any person anxious to get a book
would do.
"Oh, It should be any day," she
cheerfully answered. Any Day! Of
course! That helped a ton. I guess
I can go look for It any day. now.
What had started out as a
simple trip to the bookstore had
turned Into a sadly exhausting and
exasperating experience, and It
was only one book I couldn't find.
I could only imagine the dismay
that students who couldn't find
many books were feeling. There

have probably been students
who couldn't find all of their
books.
Everyone on campus has
experienced the agony of
swimming our way through the
hot, crowded, and overwhelmingly rude Isles of books contained in the local bookstores
only to get so close to obtaining
our book-buying goal and have
It ripped from our hands by the
agonizing realization that there
really Is no item of use In the
bookstore. It's all a ploy. One
day, when I have graduated and
hold Impressive degrees and a
corporate Job at a large, wealthy
company, I vow to my fellow
students that I will Invent a way
for teachers and administrators
to actually count the number of
students registered for a given
class and actually order the
same number of books through
the University and local bookstores so that all of the actual
paying students will be able to
obtain the enlightening text
books our professors have
chosen for us and complete all
Impending assignments.
Only then will the world be a
better place.
Amee L Wanzo Is a guest
columnist for The News. Questions, comments, and Norton
Anthologies can be sent to 210
West Hall or alwanzoObgnet.
bgsu.edu.
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"What had
started out as
a simple trip
to the bookstore had
turned into a
sadly exhausting and
exasperating
experience,
and it was
only one
book I
couldn't
find."

Prominent architect,
instructor dies at 106

Well-known
BG designer
remembered
By KEITH COOK
The BC News

Many architectural offerings
of style, form and utility within
the Bowling Green community
and throughout Ohio claim a
benefit from the expertise of
BG's most renowned architect.
Almost with no exception,
every township and city in
Northern Ohio can attest to the
talents of John Kelly "Jack"
Raney, who passed away Jan. 1 at
the age of 106.
A graduate of Ohio State University's School of Architecture
in 1915, Mr. Raney joined the
University faculty in 1939 as a
part-time instructor of engineering, drawing and house planning.
The following year he became
a full-time staff member. While
teaching, Raney began working
as University architect, a role
which he held full-time from
1948 until his retirement in 1962.
After retirement, Raney resumed his architectural practice,
which continued from his office

SUIT
Continued from page one.
Representatives of 20 state
attorney generals met Thursday in Chicago to discuss AOL
customer concerns. Ohio Attorney General Betty Montgomery was represented by a
lawyer from the consumer
protection section of her office, spokesman Mark Weaver
said.
Consumer concerns were
heightened Thursday morning
when a power outage prevented America Online customers
from receiving e-mail for two
hours. The work to expand capacity triggered the trouble.
CompuServe, an AOL competitor based in Columbus, said
Thursday that it would run its
first Super Bowl advertisement on Sunday. The company
said it would also start print
ads stressing the same theme that its users can get on the Internet and other online services without problems.
CompuServe's announcement did not mention AOL but
referred to "the recent reports
of connection problems within
our industry."

JEEP
Continued from page one.
guideline and didn't mean anything. "We're not even in the
stage where anything's been
ruled out," he said.
Frank Fountain, Chrysler's
vice president of government affairs, said last month the company would begin looking at plant
sites during the first three
months of 1997.
Paul Mifsud, a leader of Toledo's Project Jeep committee, said
he expects Chrysler's decision by
the middle of the year, but noted
that the automaker has not
released its final site requirements.
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in the Huntington Bank Building
for another 30 years.
Upon his arrival at the University, Raney served 27 years in the
Army. He was involved in both
World Wars. In 1918, he served
as an aerial observer, watching
artillery barrages from an airplane over Chatillon-sur-Seine,
France.
In early 1939, believing entry
of the United States into the war
in Europe was inescapable, he
lobbied for and achieved establishment of a Civilian Pilot Training program under authority of
the Civil Aeronautical Administration at the University.

John Raney designed or co-planned the construction or remodeling of the following campus

buildings:

part of the city's tradition from
the time movies were first
created. Built at a time when
small-town movie theaters were
at their height in popularity, the
Cla-zel cost $150,000 to build and
seated 800 people, making it one
of the most expensive and largest
theaters in the Midwest.

1 Administration
2 Delta Ze t a Sorority
3 Pine Arts
4 Hanna Hall
5 Hayes Hall
6 Memorial Hall

7
8
9
10
11

MoseleyHall
Overman Hall
Shatzel Hall
South Hall
Williams Hall

Raney proclaimed that the Clazel was "the best architectural
building on Main Street".

The Cla-zel now attracts between 16,000 and 18,000 moviegoers every year. Many people
travel from out of town to visit
the old-time theater because
Many of the buildings on cam- such theaters are extremely
pus bear Raney's representation. sparse around Ohio.
During his work with a local
architectural firm and as UniThroughout his career, Raney
versity architect, he helped de- continued to give of his time,
sign or plan the construction of effort, and knowledge to the
Hayes Hall, Shatzel Hall, the o- youth of the military services, to
riginal Fine Arts Building, Me- his community, and to the wellmorial Hall and the Administra- being of his nation.
tion Building, in addition to other
"He was sort of a landmark of
campus structures.
Raney's contributions to the the community and what it stood
community are not limited to the for as he got older," said Bruce
University. Raney designed the Bellard, a former Bowling Green
Ridge Street School and the his- mayor and student of Raney's.
toric Cla-ze.l Theater.
"The aging architect became
The Cla-zel Theater in down- more important to the city with
town Bowling Green has been a each passing year."

Proposed budget
to cause problems
By DARL.A WARNOCK
The BC News
A decrease in government
funding through a newly proposed state budget could cause a
problem for continuing quality
secondary education.
The preliminary draft of Governor George Voinovich's twoyear budget leaves the University receiving funds well below
what they requested.
Asking for a seven percent increase, the budget proposes a 22
percent increase for next year
and 3.8 percent the following
year.
Over the last four years
schools have received between
4.8 and 7.5 percent.
According to President Sidney
Ribeau, the University will face
serious problems with a reduced
budget.
"We cannot continue giving the
services we provide with the
budget the same or reduced,"
Ribeau said. "It impacts each and

MEETING
Continued from page one.
Participating on the panel were
a variety of local leaders and
officials, each of which brought a
different aspect of the issue to
the table.
University senior Laura Martin brought a more personal approach to the issue of school
funding. She explained her
thoughts on how the money given
to schools should be used in more
efficient ways.
"That video tears me up because those students seem to
have no hope," Martin said.
On the political side, state Rep.
Randall Gardner explained that
funding for schools has to begin
with working together to achieve
a common goal. He said legislation is currently pending in the

every one of us."
Ribeau addressed his concerns
to the Faculty Senate Tuesday,
asking them to keep aware of the
issue and to begin lobbying to attempt to turn the proposed budget around.
He said the faculty needs to be
aware of the problem and realize
the implications it could bring to
all members of the University
community.
"Stay alert," Ribeau said. "We
need to start intensive lobbying
to try to get this turned around.
If you look at it, we're In a situation in which we'll have the same
or leas budget."
He said the budget does not
provide for inflation costs, which Regents Chancellor, has filed a
will cause institutions to receive budget recommendation appeal
even less money than they are with state budget director, Greg
currently.
Browning.
The final budget will be
Included in the preliminary released February 4.
budget is a tuition cap which will
only allow the University to raise
"This is a very, very serious issue," Ribeau said. "We need to
student tuition by three percent.
Elaine Hairston, Ohio Board of get the budget to grow."

Ohio General Assembly to provide books for all core requirement courses in schools.
Gardner said education should
be the number one priority regardless to whether a student is
attending a public or private
school.
"I think we should find ways to
work together and not have such
competition,'' Gardner said. "The
state of Ohio has a lot of work to
do"
William Phillis, executive director of the Ohio Coalition for
Equity and Adequacy of School
Funding, explained the Ohio
school system has had a history
of trying to forget the weaknesses in the system.
He said once Ohioians make a
committment to education and
show dedication to its students.

MOUNT VERNON, Ohio - Annie, a red dog picked up by the
county humane society after she
refused to move from where had
been dumped, has the puppy
blues.
The dog, and the puppy she
gave birth to Monday, spent
Wednesday night in a doggie
hospital in Columbus for X-rays
and tests. She was placed on an
IV to restore her electrolyte balance.

It claiais Rood people.
"She was depressed after
having the puppy. She hadn't eaten," said Jayne White, assistant

Knox County dog warden.
The German shepherd mix was
dumped along a road near Martinsburg about a month ago. She
waited for her owner to return,
even in rainy and frigid weather,
and avoided rescuers attempts to
capture her.
The wait stretched into weeks.
Passers-by built a shelter for her
and then began leaving food and
water.
Finally, the county humane society picked her up Jan. 16, four
days before she gave birth to the
black puppy.
The puppy was named Clinton
since it was bom on Inauguration
Day.

BLOTTER

A man last week reported that he was unable to unlock his
mountain bike from the bike rack located on the west side of
Hayes Hall. He called police for assistance.
A woman complained that she fell in the Education Building. She fell over a rug.
An Ashley resident tried unsuccessfully to place long distance calls. He was attempting to place calls using different
access codes.

Clinton may have saved Annie's life since there was a possibility that she may have been
euthanized. Now, Annie will be
kept until she is adopted.
"She's housebroken, so we'll
make a place for her in the corner of the of rice," White said.
But the puppy does make the
adoption a bit more difficult.
Unless someone adopts Annie
and Clinton, the adoption will be
postponed until Clinton is
weaned in about six weeks. Then,
an adoptive family will have to be
found for the puppy.
'We're going to screen potential homes very carefully," White

At Founders last week a resident's friend was thought to be
missing and the police were called. After checking all areas,
his friend's parents were called. It was found out that he had
been at home but was on his way back
In the early morning hours on Tuesday, a Founders resident reported a television was removed from the third floor
lounge.
On Wednesday afternoon a man backed Into a closed
warehouse overhead door. He assumed the door was open
and as a result the door buckled.
A complaint was reported about two men on Ridge Street,
Wednesday evening. The two men were yelling and pushing
each other and were reported to be disruptive.
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FRIDAY
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Jackie The Dye
O
Harvest
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Free Delivery 354-3100
HOURS:

Call Today!

352-9378
Fox Run » Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Blrchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses
All residents receive a membership to

Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor hraied twlmming pool. Manna, Hydra-Spa Whirlpool, complete
extrctit equipmtnt. complwle locker room and ikower faciliiirt)

PROPERTIES
I

"If you look at Rlbeau's vision
statement and the whole concept,
it is not entirely within these
walls," Sternberg said. "It fits
very well with the interests of
Bowling Green State University."

POLICE

Humane society, town citizens
save down-in the dumps doggy
The Associated Press

the process of developing an
adequate program will fall into
place.
"We have tuned out the bad and
the ugly and the progress is at a
snail's pace," Phillis said. "We
have to make a firm committment. We cant bring Ohio into
the 21st century without some
pain."
Sternberg said the issue of
funding throughout Ohio schools
has a definite effect on Northwest Ohio and the University
community.
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Sunday 12 noon -11 pm
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Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

HOCKEY-

BG to collide with Lakers
By BLAKE PARKINS
The BC News

BG Newi PIMM by HUkkl KaWjMkl

BG's Zach Ham (17) battles Ohio State's Dan Cousineau (27) in an earlier CCHA matchup. The Falcons tangle with Lake Superior tonight at the Icehouse.
of scoring chances, and we
should probably be scoring
more than we are," Johnson
said. "As long as the defense is
playing well, and we are get-

ting timely goals enough to
win, and that's all that counts."
In the five games of the new
year, the Falcons are 4-1 averaging 4.4 goals-per-game,

while yielding a grudging 2.8
goals a contest
"We're playing a lot better
• See COLLIDE, page five.

BG and Toledo will renew an old rivalry
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
It may not generate the frenzy
of an Ohio State-Michigan tilt,
but nevertheless, emotions will
be running high tomorrow as
Bowling Green clashes with
archrival Toledo.
The Rockets will visit Anderson Arena at 1:30 p.m., culminating a five-game road trip for the
Mid-American Conference frontrunners.
The proximity of the two
schools makes for a natural
rivalry. Bowling Green coach
Jacl dark says no matter what
the Implications, this is always an
enjoyable game.
"Bowling Green and Toledo,"
dark said, "the tradition of that
and the rivalry Just adds to the
game. It's a fun game to be a participant in - a game that's always
highlighted on both schedules."
Bowling Green would appear
to play the role of the little sister

By SCOTT BROWN
TheSG News
As the smoke cleared from its
stunning victory over Miami, the
Bowling Green men's basketball
team turned Its sights on backyard rival Toledo Thursday.
BG hits the road to take on the
Rockets at Savage Hall Saturday
(7 p.m., WBGU-FM). The Falcons
stand 13-5 overall and 5-2 and a
game out of first place In the
Mid-American Conference.
No doubt that BG will look to
build on the momentum built
from the Miami win. Much of the
campus was still buzzing Thursday over the Falcons' 24-polnt
second half comeback.
"Not yet!" head coach Jim Larranaga Joked Thursday afternoon when asked if he had yet to
'recover' from the victory.
The team took Thursday off to
prepare for the Rockets, who enter Saturday's game at 9-6 overall and 2-5 in the MAC Toledo
has lost five of its past six games
after starting the season 9-1, but
only one of those five losses has
been by more than five points.
Toledo's 6-11 center, Casey
Shaw, is averaging 16.4 points
and 10.0 rebounds per game.
Robert Klzer, the promising 64
sophomore, averages 11.9 points
per game but is coming off a
17-polnt performance in a fourpoint loss to Ohio Wednesday.
So BG, momentum or not coming out of Miami, will have its
hands full.
"When you look at Toledo, you
start with Casey Shaw," Larranaga said. "He's a great player,
but what makes them such a good

The Falcon hockey team la
riding high capping off a fourgame winning streak last
weekend defeating Colgate 5-3
at the BGSU Ice Arena.
Now however, the brown and
orange face the arduous task of
taking on three of the CCHA's
top teams beginning with Lake
Superior on Friday at the Icehouse at 7:00 (WBGU 88.1 FM).
In Lake State, Miami and
Michigan, the leers face three
of the Top 10 teams in the nation, over the next three weekends.
The Falcons have played well
over the four game Improvement, but the strides will ultimately be measured by how
they play against these next
three foes.
"Lake Superior and Miami
are the two teams that if you
want to be in the hunt at the
end of the year, you've got to
be able to take these teams on,"
said BG coach Buddy Powers.
"Well find out how far we've
come when we can be successful against these two teams."
Improved defense
The BG coaching staff has
been preaching more consistent team defense since the
beginning of the season. The
flaws in the defense early In
the campaign were obscured
by the prolific scoring.
These weak links became
obvious In the trecherous days
of November, during a 1-7-1
stretch. Now spurred by better
bluellne play, the Falcons are
building confidence for a
Laker team that the Falcons
swept at Sault St. Marie back
on October 25.
"Over the last few games,
we've gotten the goal tending
back and we've gotten the [defense] back, but we're not scoring goals," Powers said. Senior
co-captain Mike Johnson says
that the scoring average Is no
cause for alarm.
"We're certainly getting a lot

After huge win. BG
aims for Toledo

in the relationship, watching
Toledo enjoy many advantages playing In a bigger market, receiving more exposure, and a
large fan base (Toledo draws
2,365 spectators per game, almost five times Bowling Green's
average). Yet it is the Falcons
that hold a 25-15 lead in the alltime series.
The Rockets have begun to
chip away at that deficit,
however, as they haven't lost to
Bowling Green In three years.
Clark acknowledges that Toledo
has been the better team lately,
and finds many similarities between the Rockets of today and
the Falcons of yesterday.
"They've had a good team the
last couple years, and we've rebuilt," dark said "They're like
we were a couple years ago. A lot
of older, experienced players
that were capable of scoring
offensively.
"The tide's turned a little bit.
They've got four people that

score a lot. We're still trying to
find people to do that."
The quartet of offensive firepower Clark referred to is comprised of Angela Drake, Mlml Olson, Kim Knuth and Kim D'Angelo.
Drake and Olson, two forwards
who were the only teammates
named to the preseason All-MAC
team, are first and third in the
league in scoring at 19.4 and 18.2
points per game, respectively.
Knuth, a sophomore guard, fits
snugly between her senior mates
with 18.4 ppg. D'Angelo is also in
double figures, chipping in 12.8
per contest.
Toledo's fearsome foursome
doesn't stop with scoring, either.
Drake hauls down 9.2 rebounds a
game, second in the league to
Bowling Green's Charlotta Jones
(103). Knuth ranks second In the
league In four offensive categories. Kristen Tews, a sophomore
point guard. Is second in the conference in assists and was re-

BGSU MEN'S TENNIS
vs.
ILLINOIS—CHICAGO

cently named MAC Defensive
Player of the Week.
Clark is still looking for consistent play from her team. Jones
had racked up double figures In
points and rebounds in six consecutive games, but has slowed
in her last three contests. Junior
guard Sara Puthof f regained her
shooting touch in the first half of
Wednesday night's game at
Miami, but struggled in the second period. Senior center Michelle Terry had similar fortunes she was a force in the first half,
but quiet in the second.
Bowling Green is looking
toward a couple of trends to help
them knock off Toledo. The Falcons have not lost a game at Anderson Arena since November,
and after their first two losses In
the MAC, they have responded
with big victories, dark is looking for the same thing tomorrow.
"That's our game plan, to do no
different," she said. "We want to
protect our home court."

team Is their complimentary
players. Those guys have been
doing an outstanding Job for
them."
Other players to watch for the
Rockets include guard Clayton
Bush, who at 10.7 points per
game is making his push for the
Freshman of the Year award. In
all, seven players on the Toledo
roster average at least six points
a game and six different players
have led the Rockets in scoring in
a game this year.
This opposed to Bowling
Green, which has had Antonio
Daniels (2Z3 ppg) lead the team
in all but four games this season.
BG's post defense has improved as of late, keeping
Eastern Michigan from pounding
away Inside on Monday and forcing Miami's Devin Davis out of
his game for much of the second
half Wednesday.
Expect Kirk Cowan to start at
center again as BG looks to keep
its defensive improvement going. Expect, too, the Falcons to
pull out the "blitz" pressure that
hounded Miami during the
already-fabled 414 run Wednesday.
"The past few games, we've
done a pretty good Job of post defense," Larranaga said. "We've
done that with pressure and
keeping the ball out of the posts'
hands."
After Miami's game, the 10th
In 24 days for the Falcons, BG
slips back into the WednesdaySaturday schedule format for the
rest of the year.
The Falcons return to Anderson Arena Wednesday to take on
Ohio.

Track teams
Kent this weekend
By BRETT THOMPSON
The BC News

school record in the 400-meter
dash last year at Kent State's
track. Sink expects similar reThe Bowling Green men's and sults Saturday.
women's track teams will be
"Rah'sheen ran well last year
traveling to Kent State University this weekend for their second at their track when he broke the
400 record, so he'll have confiIndoor meet of the season.
dence running there." Sink
said,"Right now, he is running
better than he ever has and we're
looking for some school records
and possible NCAA qualifying
The men's team hopes to shake performances out of Rah'sheen."
off the disappointment of last
weekend's tough loss to the UniWOMEN'S
versity of Toledo. Unfortunately,
the Falcons will face this challenge without the services of
The women's team hopes to
some key performers.
BG will be without Jim Weck- ride the momentum of last
esser, Damon Holmes, Terry week's home win into this weekRivers, and Eric Holmes for the end's meet
Kent State meet. Eric Holmes is
most likely out for the season
BG coach Steve Price is lookwith a hamstring injury, but the ing for another Falcon victory.
others should be ready for next "We are going for the win this
weekend.
weekend. We're facing several
conference schools, Including
Despite the lack of healthy last year's champion, Ball State."
bodies, BG coach Sid Sink re- Price said,"Kent State also beat
mains optimistic. "I am more in- us last year In the outdoor chamterested in individual perform- pkmshiops, so we'll be out for a
ances this weekend than on team little bit of revenge." The Falresults. We have some guys who cons could also be missing a key
can place pretty high, especially performer for this weekend.
Craig Nieset in the 800 and Adam Kaieitha Johnson, the school record holder In the Indoor 200
Rose in the shot put," Sink said.
The runner to watch for the meter and the indoor hurdles, is
Falcons Is sophomore sprinter doubtful due to a strained thigh
Rah'sheen Clay. Clay set the muscle.
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Falcon gymnasts take win and head east
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BC News

the NCAA regional tournament
last year.
"Right now, New Hampshire
Last weekend, the Falcon gym- looks pretty strong," BG head
nastics team got off to a good coach Dan Connelly said. "They
start with a win over Indiana have posted two scores over 190
University of Pennsylvania. A their first two weeks, and I think
win this week, however, will be a they actually ran two teams
much tougher chore as the Fal- against Penn State."
cons go on the road for a contest
The Falcons will be using thelr
against Pittsburgh, New Hamp- best lineup at Pittsburgh this
shire and Maryland.
weekend. In an effort to see all
Although not much is known the athletes in action, Connelly
about Maryland, New Hampshire didn't use some of the top gymand host Pittsburgh are two of nasts on the team last week. Satthe toughest opponents on the urday, Kim Pope, Heather
Falcons' schedule. Both Pitts- Shively, Sarah Grealis, Erin
burgh and New Hampshire made Klingenberg and Heather Fergu-
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Hartford 2, Florida 1, OT
Buffalo 6. Montraal 1
Boaton 4, Ottawa 1
NY. I.lander. 8, Edmonton 1
NY. Ranger. 5, Waahlngton 3
Toronto 5, Calgary 3
Philadelphia 2. Detroit 2. OT
Vancouver 4. Chicago 3. OT
Sen Joae 7, Lee Angele. 2
Anaheim 3. New Jeraey 1
TfcwaarriCanaa
late game, not included
Florida 4, Boaton 1
Colorado 4. Pittsburgh 3, OT
Vancouvar at St Louie, (n)
Anaheim at Phoenix, (n)
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son will be In the lineup.
Lesley Malucci and Tara Wenzinger are returning from injuries. Neither gymnast is completely recovered. Malucci is limited
to the vault and the uneven bars.
Wenzlnger will compete in floor
exercises only.
"We're definitely going to put
up our best lineup," Connelly
said. "We rested a few people
that are our first-string people.
This is going to be a much bigger
test"

N.Y I.lander. at Hartford. 7 p.m.
Edmonton at Buffalo, 7-30 p.m.
Calgary at Ottawa, 7 30 p m
Dallaa at Washington. 7:30 p m.
Toronto at Chicago, 830 p m.
New Jersey at San Jose, 1030 p m.
SaawaV1 Game.
St Louia at Montraal, 130 p.m.
Colorado at Boaton, 3 p m.
N.Y. Ranger, at Pittsburgh. 3 p.m.
Detroit at Philadelphia. 3 p m.
Tampa Bay at Florida, 3 p m
Chicago at NY. Islanders, 7 p.m.
Hartford at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at Toronto, 7:» p.m.
Anaheim at IXM Angeles, 8pm.
Vancouver at Phoenix, 10.30 p. m
Sunasy-i Gunr.
Edmonton at Waahlngton, Noon
Pitt aburgh at Montreal, 1 30 p m

Bowling Green forward Anthony Slacey (34) fends off Miami's Devin
Davis (42) as Dayon Ninkovic (4) looks on. BC upset Miami 83-80
Wednesday evening.

COLLIDE
Continued from page four.
team defense and It all starts
with our goalie, and we're limiting our goals against [average]," said Johnson, who leads
the Falcons with 18 goals.
BG legend returns
Former BG forward and
Hobey Baker Award winner,
Brian Holzinger, was one of the
3,800 plus in attendance at the
BGSU Ice Arena last weekend
against Colgate.
Holzinger, who is the Buffalo
Sabres' second hlghtest point
scorer at 31, was on haitus
from the NHL All-Star break.
Holzinger, affectionately referred to as "Zinger," says that
he enjoys coming back to Bowling Green to watch his former
teammates and brother, junior
center Brad Holzinger.
"We know what's going on
and we watch each others'
game," Holzinger said. "If I
can tell him something that will
help his game out I might explain something or give him
some advice, but other than
that we just have fun watching
each other play."
"Zinger" said the transition
to the NHL was a difficult one.
The rigors of playing every
other night and living on the
road, was a harsh pill to swallow.

"The biggest adjustment is
definitely the schedule, you're
playing every other day, you're
traveling and play 82 games
compared to maybe 40 In college."
At 6', 180, Holzinger finds
himself battling bigger,
stronger players. Even In his
college career, he did not dominate by virtue of his physical
presence, but his speed and
hockey sense. These attributes
are still what makes him a solid
young talent in the NHL,
"A lot of it is the clutching
and grabbing of the pro-style
game. There's a lot of one-onone battles, a lot of things you
need to learn to play through,"
Holzinger said.
Brian, who played his senior
year with sibling Brad, says
that the two dont stop competing when they take off the
pads.
"We're always competitive,
we're brothers, we're only 13
months apart."
Falcons finally healthy
The leers are almost injury
free for the first time since
early November. The lone exception is Falcon goalie Mike
Savard, who Is pained by a recurring knee injury.

Though The BG News does not encourage gambling, our
sports staff decided to take a crack at predicting the score of the
big game. So here's what the so-called "experts" had to say:
Scott Brown, BG News Editor - GB 23, NE 21
Blake Parkins, Sports Editor - GB 42, NE 17
Jim Tocco, Aast Sports Edrtor - GB 38, NE 17
Vince Guerrieri, Managing Editor - OB 48, NE 14
Jason McMahon, Sports Writer-GB 41, NE 20
Brett Thompson, Sports Writer-NE 34, GB 31
Tod McOoskey, Sports Writer - OB 38, NE 14
MikeLeonaiUSporUWlttar-GB24.NE13

NEW YORK - President Clinton
says Dennis Rodman should acknowledge that It was wrong to
kick a cameraman.
"I'm sure in his heart of hearts
he regrets doing that, but I would
hope that at some point In addition to paying this enormous fine,
and also trying to pay the
gentleman he kicked ... that he'll
find a way to say, 'I shouldn't
have done it and I really regret
it," " Clinton told New York's
WBIS-TV In an Interview taped
Wednesday for broadcast today.
"I think it will only make him
bigger, and it will make his fans
think more of him. It will send a
who-knows-what signal to some
young person out there who like
Dennis Rodman has enormous
abilities and terrific imagination
and a little bit different from the
run of the mill person and therefore really Identifies with Dennis
Rodman.
"There's lots of kids out there
like that -- real smart, real able, a
little bit different - and they've
got to be fascinated by him, so I
hope he'll find a way to say that.
... He might be able to help some
young people If he just says,
That's something I shouldn't
have done, I'm not going to do
that any more.'"
Rodman told ABC's "Primetime Live" in an Interview aired
Wednesday night that his kick of
a cameraman in the groin In
Minnesota was was only a "tap."
"I apologized," said the Chicago Bulls forward, who has
agreed to pay cameraman
Eugene Amos $200,000. "But

■■.H If, UP TO 10 PIOPII
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most people in the world would
say he's acting"
No charges have been filed
against Rodman.
Bulls coach Phil Jackson, in an
excerpt aired by Chicago's
WLS-TV but not included in the
show, said Rodman "has four
fouls and two strikes against him.
I dent think he has any more
strikes."
In the interview taped Tuesday
night In Newport Beach, Calif.,
Rodman criticized NBA commissioner David Stern for requiring
him to undergo counseling and
then explain why he should be
reinstated.
"Dont treat me like a kid. I'm
not a kid and you're not my
father," said Rodman, suspended
for 11 games without pay. "Everything I've done is really minor.
People have blown it up real big."
Asked If his behavior was good
for his bad-boy image and helped
him land endorsements, book
deals and television shows, Rodman said: "Yeah, It's good for
everything. I don't get paid $9
million to go out there and look
good. It's entertainment"
Rodman said he doesnt need
counseling but will undergo it if
that's what the league wants.
"Ill be back stronger than
ever," he vowed.
In addition the suspension, the
NBA fined Rodman $25,000. The
suspension is the second-longest
in NBA history and also will cost
Rodman more than $1.1 million in
lost pay.
The Bulls suspended Rodman
for two games earlier this season

for swearing during a live postgame TV interview. Last season,
he was suspended by the league
for six games after head-butting
referee Ted Bemhardt
He also was frequently suspended while a member of the
San Antonio Spurs and Detroit
Pistons for missing practices,
head-butting players or other incidents.

"I'm sure in his heart
of hearts he regrets
doing that, but I
would hope that at
some point in
addition to paying
this enormous fine,
and also trying to pay
the gentleman he
kicked."
President Clinton
Rodman was fighting for a rebound in Minneapolis when he
stumbled out of bounds and fell
on top of a photographer seated
next to Amos, an ln-house cameraman working on a freelance
basis just off the playing court at
the Target Center.
Amos turned his camera on
Rodman, who responded by kicking Amos high on the Inside of his
left thigh

GREENBRIAR,
INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall '97
•
•
•
•
•

$129 PER PERSON PER WEEK
OOtS

won, not by the team with better
talent, but by the team with a
greater drive to win.
Bowling Green will be up to the
challenge as Julian says the team
Is in great physical shape. He
says that both teams will continue to practice at full speed for
the next two weeks before beginning to taper off their workouts
after the Ball State dual meet on
February &
"We'll let momemtum carry us
(to MAC championships) after
Ball State," Julian said. The
women's meet on Saturday has
been moved from 1 p.m. to 11 JO
a.m. to avoid conflict with the
women's basketball game at 1:30
p.m. The men's meet Is scheduled
to start at 3:30 p.m. Both meets
will take place at Cooper PooL

President Clinton scolds
Rodman's off-court kick

A
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"I think this will be
interesting, and we
have a really good
chance to do well
there."

in February and March "If we
can come out of this (the next two
weeks) as a tougher team, it will
The Bowling Green swim be hard not to swim great (at
teams open their second half MAC championships)." Julian
MAC schedule by hosting Miami said.
According to Julian, Miami
University Saturday at Cooper
boasts the two top coaches in the
Pool.
The Falcons, fresh off a double MAC
Miami's men's team will be
loss at Notre Dame, will look to
assert themselves against their lead by Kevin Northup, who has
Mid-American Conference rivals been acknowledged as one of the
over the next three weeks. The top 3 swimmers in the butterfly
women's team Is 1-1 against MAC in the nation. Northup will prooponents, 6-3 overall. The men vide a stern test for BG's buttercome In at 0-2 In the MAC, 3-6 fly tandem of Bill Beecher and
overall.
Steve Retake.
Julian describes the Redskin
BG Head Coach Randy Julian
stresses that the next two weeks women as the most focused team
of practice for the Falcons will be In the MAC Julian said that this
crucial in determining the teams' is an Important trait for a team
success at MAC Championships because swim meets are often

PRINO
BREAK
MA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
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Falcons are going to try to pull
out all the stops. Last week's allaround winner Christina Treiber
will not get a chance to make it
two in a row. She will compete in
her three strongest events, but
will not compete in the floor
exercises. Despite that, Treiber
Is still looking forward to the
meet
"I'm excited," Treiber said. "I
Christina Treiber
think this will be interesting, and
Falcon gymnast
we have a really good chance to
do well there, and prove to the
rest of the conference that we at 7:30 p.m.
Bowling Green will have its
can compete with them."
The meet will take place at first home meet next week
Pittsburgh, Saturday beginning against Kent.

By MIKE LEONARD
The BC News

lie Gamei Not Included
Miami 99, Toronto 87
Chicago 87, Cleveland 71
Orlando 96, Milwaukee 92
New York 92, Indiana 90
Houston 111, New Jersey 104
Minnesota 95, Vancouvar 76
Seattle vs. LA. Cappers at Anaheim. Calif, (n)
Detroit at Golden State, (n)

lASlQINCONffHNCI
AlUntk ttviakm
W L T Pts
Philadelphia
61
27 U
56
Florida
23 14
55
N.Y. Ranger.
24 19
51
New Jersey
23 17
45
Wellington
20 22
Tampa Bay
18 21
42
37
N.Y. Islander.
14 23
NoreSaast DMaH
W L T Put
26 16 3
Ptttebuiyli
25 17 5
Buffalo
Hartford
19 20 7
18 22 8
Montraal
Boat on
17 24 6
Ottawa
14 22 8

a

GYMNASTICS

Swim team hosts Miami
in crucial conference tilt

Philadelphia 127. Boaton 123. OT
Sacramento 97, Detroit 92
NewJomey 103. San Antonio 95
Denver 94. Vancouver 84
Utah 111, Phoenix99
Seattle 98. Portland 97

Detroit
St. Louis
Phoenix
Chicago
Toronto

page five

I INDOOR HIATED POOI
. I LIB 'RESTAURANT •
MTCHEN5 Wl IH MICROWAVE*
. ■•• INT
■■■ : i
IEI SKIS
PARASAII •

Columbia Court-22 left
Mercer Manor-6 left
Field Manor-10 left
Frazee Avenue-3 left
Ridge Manor-FULL

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT

1-800-488-8828

WWW. SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!

II DS LONGES1 KEG PARTY

650 FEE r or cuir BEACH I KONIACL

224 E. Wooster

r-RONl BEACH RD. I'ANAMA CITY BEACH. H 12415

J

352-0717
)

I
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SUPERBOWL XXXI
SUPER FOOTBALL WEEK
CONVENIENCE MART

3&
I10.99E
^uSrnt"-

' Coke''
i ~~. II
, 99< i,
i 2 Liter 11

°&. -(3g) Little Caesars
B.G. 112 Mercer

Potato
Chips
reg. 2.99

Flavor of
the Month
Chocoholic

$1.99
arnev's Features:

i

J L

• Super Lotto
• The Number
• Instant Lottery

r—aca..

• Charge all purchases
*lncludlns Gas
• Money Orders: 49<

N

353-00

OPEN 24 HOURS!

354-6500

Inside Greenwood Centre...
Super
Bowl
Special

PMy-frf**10 person tray

1045 N. Main St.
Hours: SUN-WED
THURS
FRI & SAT

■*1.00

*^&
1 628 E. Wooster

Jan. 26th ONLY!

"»orco*

FREE DELIVERY

PU4C

But any one
sandwich & get the
second one half off.
All day long!

Free delivery
Catering & Party Trays
also available. #7.15aperson

SUPER BOWL
SPECIAL

ir Cane's

Customer
Appreciation
Day:
Jan. 28, 1

South

996 S Mair
352 053'

Greenwood Centre
1602 fc. Woostei
352 3443

OAEiNWOCO CWTWE '«■ t Wfecawn. MMM

i

North

1091 N Mam
352-2430

11-1AM
11-2AM
11-2:30 AM

rumn
Make Your
| Super Bowl
Complelel

off

on Sunday Brunch '
or
|
evening buffet
.
w/ this coupon

UPER
BOWL
SPECIALS

354-2535 [expires_Feb.2nd

I 522 E. Wooster • Bowling Green
II
354-0011

YOUR
SUPER BOWL
PARTY
STARTS HERE!

WINGS LARGE
50
$13.75

1-ITEM
PIZZAS

25..$7.50

Super Bowl Similar

Orders
of

$

BREADST1CKS

353-PAPA
Sun open 12 pm until 12 am
Mon - Wed open until 1 am
Thurs - Sat open until 3 am

Sp&zfo

Come watch the game!!
FREE MUNCHIES

Opening at 11:00 AM Superbowl Sunday!
826 S. Main St
(Next to Big Lots)

Happy Hours
Every day
4 pm-9 pm
300 E. Wooster
354-4280

__|__Jrt;7532ozJar8

Are You Ready
For
SUPERBOWL
XXXI?
7 ^»******

Miller (LT)...14.99/30 pk
Miller
8.99/18 pk

3 Large, one item pizzas
with
order of
breadsticks
for
$

19

$5.00

Free Delivery

352-5166
Coupon No! Needed
Good Thru 1-31-97

l*TZ2Cl 203 N. Main, BGI
mBC's Most Award Winning Pizza m

M^atBc*hcGfMaOH43«r^

for your
^~
Superbowl Party Supplie

Super Bowl Special

Mozzarella
Cheeses ticks

GOOD AT ALL
PARTICIPATING
LOCATIONS

IMfeigtfyourpirtynMiM

Stop Heret| 5?
fnrtmnr

$4.00
10

1775

Liquor Agency
Party Supplies
* Instant's, Superior
Fine Wines
Beer
Pop \.-j
Spirits
Mixb>.

10am-9pm Mon.-Sat.

University
Bookstore

97

•^rrAnn
Student Services Building

Carry out or Delivery

Monday - Thursday 8-6,
Friday 8-5
Saturday 9-5
372-2851

Offer Expires 272/97

Starting Feb 3rd "Beat the Clock" on
Mondays & Tuesdays

t

Large Selection
of BGSU
Clothing
U»ed and New Textbooks
• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK
SERVICE
• CHILDREN'S BOOKS
■ BEST SELLERS
• STUDY AIDS
'PAPERBACKS
■ MAGAZINES
■ CALCULATORS

• BGSU CLOTHING
• ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• FILM 4 DEVELOPING
• GREETING CARDS
• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
• HEALTH A BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS
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PRO FOOTBALL

Pack still humble amidst hype
The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - One team
has seized the spotlight and enjoyed the glare. The other is
seeking both as an affirmation of
its status.
How come it's the team from
that small town in middle America that gets nearly all the attention, and the guys from a northeastern hub who can't get noticed?
The Green Bay Packers, staking a strong claim for replacing
the Dallas Cowboys as America's
Team, have the stars and the stories, the heroes and the history.

Brett Favre is a two-time MVP
who has overcome an addiction
to pain-killers and a painful offseason of personal tragedies.
Reggie White is the career sacks
leader and an ordained minister
whose church in Tennessee was
torched a year ago. They have led
the famed franchise to its first
Super Bowl In 29 years, reviving
tales of Lombardi and Lambeau,
of the Ice Bowl and 11 NFL titles.
They clearly have arrived at
the center of the sports stage.
"It seems like the whole world
is watching," defensive tackle
Santana Dotson said "The whole
world would like to hear your

views on different situations and
what you're thinking about the
game. I think there are several
million people that would love to
trade places with me on Sunday
as far as being out there on the
field."
Of course, those millions
couldn't do the Job the Packers
have done to earn the acclaim
they are receiving.
Or deal with it so well,
offensive coordinator Fritz
Shurmur said Thursday.
"Because of everybody annotating us as the Super Bowl
team - everybody but us - I'm
impressed with how we've han-

dled it," Shurmur admitted.
"We'd hardly been around the
block, and all these people were
saying we would be here.
"This team has done a marvelous job of handling every situation and all the predictions. You
talk about character and dignity
and doing their job with all these
things going on around them, it
all applies to this team."
It's all been written and broadcast, dissected and analyzed. Yet,
the Packers claim, no one is get-'
ting a big head or being carried
away on the stream of adulation.
Instead, they are sharing the
praise.

Battle of the commercials nears
Devil vacuums in a can you-topthis pursuit of TV's biggest audiNEW YORK
- The Super ence.
On the field in the Louisiana
Bowl XXXI roster is set. The
players are anxious to show their Superdome, the Green Bay Packstuff. A huge crowd will show up ers and New England Patriots
will decide the NFL championto watch
The advertisers are ready for a ship.
showdown Sunday on a telecast
Fox Broadcasting says 30 adthat annually serves as the ad
vertisers paid a record average
world's showcase event.
Veteran Super Bowl commer- of about $1.2 million for a halfcial warriors like Anheuser- minute commercial during the
Busch, Pepsi and Nike are lined game.
The advertisers are hoping for
up with rookies like Fila shoes,
Intel computer chips and Dirt an audience in excess of 100 milThe Associated Press

AP stats
Green Bay running back Edgar Bennett (35) dashes for yardage
against the Carolina Panthers in the NFC Championship game.

lion viewers to Justify the steep
price as well as the frenzied
effort that went Into creating
many of the commercials.

directed by Breck Eisner, the son
of Walt Disney Co. boss Michael
Eisner.
In the brewer's other ads, a
Bud bottle drops into an unThe brewer Anheuser-Busch suspecting caveman's life, a
has bought more time on the chicken takes a star turn and two
Super Bowl telecast than any new characters are introduced to
other sponsor ~ four minutes - pitch Bud Light.
and pitches its best-selling
Budweiser and Bud Light ads.
The Bud frogs have been limited to a fleeting cameo role in a
It leads off with a 60-second pre-game commercial in which
commercial called "Power Sur- the winning number in the ninth
ge" that involves a fictional ci- annual Bud Bowl will be distywide power outage. The ad was closed.

^r^*A*AArVSAAA^^^^i^^^^^r^^^*A'^^^r^*^^^^*^r^^^*^^^^^^^<^r^^^*^^^r^V

The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
TV BGNe»« will not knowingly aoxplad'enitcmcnu
itui dncrifninjK.i* ewnwrajK (liKnmirtaiiori rtgaimi any
indi ••dual Of group on int bait i ol race. *c *. color, creed.
religion national origin wiual nneniatmn diuNlitv.
uatut n a •eieran o* on the bam of any other legally
pnxevicJ MM,
TV BG Newt rciervct the right to decline. dWontinue
or revue any advertisement wch a* Ihov found to he
defamatory, lacking m latiual haw. mukading or falic
in nature All advemtcment* art lurijcct in editing and
appro, al
The BG N«w«. a* a forum open in the public, ret of niae*
the tmpoutt-lity of preventing all of tin* type of advetusing and therefore encourage* our reader* to beware
Alwayi be familur with a bustneu before tending money
orprovHitngpcrwAjkrcdii mlormaiion Please remem
ber. if il sounds loo good to be true. il probably n.
You can help u* by calling the advertising department at
*I«-)7::W5 with your lompla.nis and luggeMron* We
aak thai you pseaac pro* ide your name addreu.and phone
number, along with your specific commenu WlUi your
help we can nufcc The BG Newt a better publication

CAMPUS EVENTS
—Salas t Uarkatlng CH*~
Entvjnca your job outlook by improving your
leadership, communication, ft organizational
•kill Coma to tna SMC INFO NKJMT on
Monday.Jan 2?©omBA!000
Frea pizza ft pop will Da aarvedt
"■Salae ft Marketing CJub~

Affirmative AcBon: Maconcepoon and Truth
Learn tna lacta about affirmative action and tie
issues surrounding it.
HON. January 27, 730p.m.
A mam Room
•FREE*
Sponsored by UAO, tor more info, call 2-7164
Attention all Organizations ft
Group Presidents
Get your group pictures in the 1997 Kay year.
book. Time ia running out. Please oil Jennifer
si 372-8753.
ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS APPLYING FOR UNIVERSITY BUDGETS - Don't forget 10 reserve a space in the MANDATORY
ACGFA Workshops that will be held on Thursday. Feb. S. 1997 at 9:30am. noon, and Fab.
13 at 7pm in the Town Room of the Student
Union. Dr. Tonia Stewart Associate Vioe
President for Student Affairs will be the guest
speaker. Groups not participating in these
workshops will not be allowed to request ACGFA funding. For more info, contact the Student Lite Otlce at 372 2843
Does public retetkme Intrigue you?
Then come to the PHSSA Welcome Back

Kg.'

Hon. Jan. 27® 7pm In 117 BA
Free plua ft refreshment will be provided

FRATERNITY RUSHI
INFORMATION NIGHT, 21 TUES. 101 OLSC
OPEN HOUSES 22.23.28.29
AT INDIVIDUAL HOUSES
ALL EVENTS RUN FROM 730-930PM
6RINGAFRIEN0I
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 2-2848
FRIENDS OF THE DEAF
First meeting of the Spring Semester
Monday, 9 00 Jan. 27
Signing, food, discussion of future plans
Room 383
All majors wetcomel

Tropical Exposure
only

$

75

I tear Tag
Sal. Feb 2. Hem-3p.m.
Sylvan ia. Oho
120-lndudea transports Don and 3 laser tag
games
'Bursarable*
Sign up January 21-30 in the UAO office. 330
Union. For more info call 27184. sponsored by
UAO
Learn how not ID get stressed out this semester ■ ttioBreathlng and Retaliation MiniCourse Learn Tai-Chi. breathing, stretching.
and relajraeon techmoues.
Sunday. January 281-2:30p.m. BA 1000
J2--Bursar able
Sign-up m the UAO office 330 Union starting
Jan. 21, For more Info cat 2-7164, sponsored
by UAO

______^__

Ml. Bnghton DownhiH Skiing Tnp
Includes transportation ft all day lift ticket Saturday. Jan. 25 Cost is $35 burssraWe Sign up
in UAO office (330 Union). For more info, call
372-7164. Sponsorsd by UAO.
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
Open 730 - 9 30 ALL NIGHTS
Jan 22.23,28.29
For more info
httpy^vww.zotter corrvks/
One $25 Book scholarship given out
each night I

Cherrywood
Health Spa &
Tanning Center
+
[TAX

IMIMIIII) TANNING

Wolff Beds-NEW Bulbs
California Tan lotion products
Hours 9-9 M-F
9-2 Sat

KOREAN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB
Sun. 4* Tuaa. 8-10. W 230-4:30: F 3-S at
Rec Center. Beginners Welcome I
Questions: Dan 353-7274.

8th St. & High St. at
Piedmont Apts.

pers

116 N. MainVr*
N. Baltimore

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO RECRUIT QUALITY MEMBERS? Then please attend the Creative Recruitment Strategies
Workshop on Wed.. Fab. 5.1987 at 7pm in tie
Alumni Room of the University Union. Rick
Robers from the Honors Program w' be tie
guest speaker. For more info contact the Office
Ol Student Life al 372-2843

Visits $20

Featuring a
"Hex" Tanning Booth

353-7141
257-2961

Coupon Expires
2-14-97
ONf PER KRSOH

Spring Rush
January 27-30

Phi Beta Lambda Co-Ed Business Frstsmity
Infor ma tonal Meeting Mon., Jan. 27th
700. BA 102FREE PIZZA ft POP

7-7:45.8-8:45.9-9:45pm
'questions? Call Bethany al 372-4206

'•"FREE BOWIING.BILIARDS.PIZZA"
THE DRY DOCK
Presents
A Night at tie Lanes

a

Spring Rush
Open House January 26 3-6pm
Sea all 4 Houses
spend 10 min. at each house

SERVICES OFFERED

STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Please come a? a re-entry session on Saturday. January 25 at 10:00 am. • 12 noon in
1104B Onenhauer West if you studied abroad
fall semester Call 2 0309 with questions.
THE MEETING
A DRAMATC PLAY
Sponsored by Office ol Student Activitiss
What would a meeting be like between Dr. Martin L urher King. Jr. and Malcolm X?
FIND OUT!
Wednesday. January 22.1997
Lenhart Grand Ban room
7:30 pm
FREE
UNIVERSITY PERFORMING DANCERS
In Concert
January 23-25 -8:00 pm
January 25 -2:00pm
Eve Marie Saint Theatre
Tickets at door

What do you know about the Holocaust7
Jon UAO lor a tnp to the Holocaust Center
in West Bioomfieid. Ml lor a hands on
experience January 26
There is a 15 bursarable
charge lor transportation.
The tnp includes a lour ol the center
followed by a discussion.
For more Into, cal 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID
Skident Financial Services has information on
3,400* public A private sector funding sources.
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINANCIAL AIDI For information: 1-800-263-6495 en
F55446.
International studsnts. DV-1 Greencard
Program available 1-800-773^704
Applications dose Feb. 10.1997
Off street parking spaces for rent 110 Crlm St.
Close to Kohl ft Rodgars Hal. 354-0110.

A Shot al the Eight Ban
Friday. Jan 24
9pm-npm
Buckeye Room. University Union
FREE PIZZA THE FIRST HOUR.
PRIZESTOTHE HIGH SCORERS.
FREE
All students invited lo sttend.
—FREE BOWLING.BILIARDS.PIZZA"

"FREE BOWLING.BILIARDS.PIZZA"
THE DRY DOCK
Presents
A Night at tie Lanes

a

PERSONALS

A Shot at the Eight Ban
Friday. Jan. 24
9pm-11pm
Buckeye Room. University Union
FREE PIZZA THE FIRST HOUR.
PRIZESTOTHE HIGH SCORERS.
FREE
All students invited to attend.
"FREE BOWLING.BILIARDS.PIZZA"

S2S SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spnng Break Headquarters Only $29 Per Personl Rastnctions Apply. 1-aon-224-4aS3.

—FREE BOWLING.BILIARDS.PIZZA"
THE DRV DOCK
Presents
A Night at tie Lanes

■ SUMMER JOBS * SUMMER JOBS'
Fr. SoftJrs who are NEWto co-op:
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Frl. Jan. 24th.3 30PM 1007 BA Bktg.
Find a SUMMER JOB
related to your major NOW
Questions? 372-2451
* SUMMER JOBS' SUMMER JOBS'

A Shot at the Eight Ball
Friday. Jan. 24
9pm-i1pm
Buckeye Room. University Union
FREE PIZZA THE FIRST HOUR.
PRIZESTOTHE HIGH SCORERS.
FREE
All students invited to attend.
'"FREE BOWLING.BILIARDS.PIZZA"

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential ft Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

a
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All BGSU undergraduate and graduate students are invited to review the
draft of a document outlining student' concerns and suggestions regarding
diversity at BGSU. The list of concerns and suggestions were provided by
students at two major campus events. If you have further concerns and/or
suggestions, please forward a brief typed statement, along with your name
and e-mail address, to Dr. GP, 305A McFall Center, and they will be
incorporated into the final document. This Final document will be
forwarded to Dr. Ribeau and Dr. Middleton for their review. You will find
the draft in the reserve section of Jerome Library under the name Lorna
Gonsalves-Pinto. It will be on reserve from January 13—24. Please
ensure that your comments are in Dr. GP's office no later than
Wednesday, January 29.
r^]^J^^J^^t>i^>L]Jt>>>iJ|l,L<X>>|<XX4t^4X>l,>Xa»ea

Senior Portraits Are Coming Back!
Starting next Monday Jan. 27 Carl Wolf Studio will be
taking Senior Portraits on Campus.
Call the yearbook office at 372-8086 to schedule
your sitting.
Portraits taken from 10 am -1 pm and 2 pm - 6 pm daily.

LAST CHANCE THIS YEAR!!
)
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•RushLamodaCh,Wed Jan. 22 Lambda Open
Thuu Jan 23 Beach Night
TUM Jan. 28 Italian Night
DU'DU'OU-OU
RUSH
DELTA UPSJLON
DO • OU • DO ■ OU
DZDZDZRUSHDZDZDZ
Mwduaty Ureque...
Togee^er Complete.
Delta Zeta
What sisterhood was
meant ID be.
To learn more cas:
Day na 372-4800 or
N*ki3S4-3e72
UZ DZ DZ RUSH DZ DZ OZ

02 OZ Testimonial DZ OZ
Delta Zeta uMol love
and raapact. Tha woman all
love each other and have tnje
Iriendships thatwif last a kleome.'
Tina
OZ OZ Testimonial OZ OZ
FRATERNITY RUSH"!
JAN. 22 23.28.2S
RUSH RUSH RUSH
ALL EVENTS RUN 7:30-930

Affirmative Action kesconcepoon A Truti
Laam the facts about affirmative action and fie
issues surrounrkng it
MON. Jan. 27.7:30pm

Amani Room
-FREE"
Sponaorad by UAO. lor mora Info call 2-7104
AJ wool iwaalars 135.00 I weak only A wool
glows Collegiata Connadion S31 RiOge St.
362-0333.
Attention Al Organizations &
Group Presidents
Gat your group pictured in the 1997 Kay year
book. Time is running out. Please can Jennifer
at 372-0753
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!" QisnU A
echotarehlpe available Iran eponeorel!! No
prepayments, ever!!! Widen tor coilegem. For Into: 1-400-243-2435
CALLING ALL BG MENI
GO GREEK
FRATERNITY RUSHM
VISIT ALL Of BCSFRATERNrreS
OPEN HOUSES
22.23,20.29 JANUARY
ALL FROM 7 30-9:30
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
A student only motel.
Break away to the hofteet action In Florida
•there guya meeia glrlal NEW motel on the
ocaan, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, free MTV Pool A welber
open 24 hours, b y.o.b. Free gold card wMh
check-In. Don't be left out of thle Special
Promotion! http://www.daytona-lnn.oorn.
CALL 1-8O0-682-0919
JAVA JESUS
a coflee house tor all ages
Friday, January 24-7 00pm ID lOOOpm
Ccanmunlty olChrist Lutheran
Church A Sudant Canter
1124E WooslerSt
Early: story teller Conoeesa Crorsnger
member of the Frogtown Storytelling Gued
laaturad storyteller at the Toledo Zoo
Later: guitarist/singer Laura Spaalman
BGSU alumnua
Refreshments throughout the evening.
Coflee by 'Grounde tor ThoughtE veryone ia invited.
For information. call ino church 352-5101

PANAMA QTYBEACH, FL

battimtujlM ffrWW from
$25
nmmmiuci! MEM a™°w
hotBej wWi i party nigritdtjh njgfit Iri Ota

BMdb. R»e tig partv on amva. boar pardOS rigTruV. IVO baTIOs (My I IwjDt, hOC fTXX
contests. two hot OJOCSTDOTO. dfcr OJs.

1-800-874-7101
Prtn tw P-ner MMH on «*t occ

.1 11 U 11 11 i. 11 12 11 i. il

PIZZA HUT
Opening soon in Bowling
Green near campus
naaannnoaaa

DELIVERY
DRIVERS
If you can provide friendly
arid reliable service, Pizza
Hut* wants you. We
currently Have full & part
time openings for Delivery
Drivers.
You'll enjoy:
• Earnings potential (Up
to $10/hr. & Greater)
• Bonus for accident-free
drivers
• Flexible hours
• Daily Driver
reimbursement
If you are 18 years of age,
have a good driving record,
a reliable car, and can
document your insurance
coverage, we would like to
talk with you.
Call: 353-5691
or Stop by
1099 S. Main
O 1969 Pizza Hut, Inc.
YOU BELONG WITH THE BEST
E»?»l/Oprjorlunlty Employer rnrt/ri

♦

Do you tool analoue when speaking In public or In the cleeeroom?Brief workshops on
speech anaiety are now being offered FREE
through a study being conducted in the Dept of
Psychology. Cal 372-2S40 tor more information

Wed Jan. 20Card Night
South of the Library facing Rodgers
Call 372-2980 for mlormalion
AAA1 . NATIONAL DATING HOT-LINE I
Find your special some-one now.
1 900-4S4 7009 Eat 1120 $299/min
Serv-U (019)045-8434 18.T-«me

Wake'n Bake lor
Spring Break 1907

ML BnghBn Downrud Skiing Tnp
Includes transportation A all day lift ticket. Sat
urday. Jan. 25. Coat is $35 buraarable. Sign up
in UAO office (330 Union). For mora mfo. eel
372-7104. Sponaorad by UAO.

'Jamaica 'Panama City
"Cancun 'Daytona
•Padre •Bahamas
Call tor FREE kilo Packet"
1 800426 7710

PI Phi
TheeieiereolPtBeaPni
would kke to congratulaw
Colleen Carey on he r recent
peering to Randy ReitJer
Pi Phi

Wanted 100 students. Lose 8 to 100 lbs New
metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed $30 cost. Free Gilt.
1 800 435-7591

Pi Phi
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi
would like to congratulaat
Juke Gilley on her recent
pearling to Jake Holmes
Pi Phi

WHAT IS YOUR LINE OF DEFENSE
AGAINST PERSONAL ATTACKS? Feel secure whether traveling outdoors, at home or in
your room. The ultimata seil-delense spray
and portable alarm products are available and
vary affordable. Call Phyllis at 372-7780 or
419-867-0392 for more information.

WANTED

Pi Phi
The sisters ol Pi Beta P*
would like lo congratulate
Gina Staccone on her recant
pearling to Steve Smeal.
Pi Phi

1 bdmv fum apt. ID lubteaM. Gas hMt.
Wlnthrop Terrac*. Avail 2/1/97. $425 plus
alac. Call 353-83'4.
1-4 poopia needed to lake over lease in 2
bdim. apt. $50(Vmo.* uol. Close to campus.
Call 352-2674.

Pi Phi
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi
would like to congratulate
Lesley Meyer on her recent
pearling to Mike Crouse
Pi Phi

Comfortable 2 bdrm apt. avail. In May. Lots ol
storage, close to campus. 2 suWeasen.
needed call 354-4303.
Female aubteaser needed immediately 2
bdrm. apt. Leroy Ave. Close to campus.
352-6627.

Pi Phi' Kappa Sig
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi would
like to congratulate Gina Cozzo
on her recent lavalienng to
Kappa Sgma's Dave Zotler.
PI Phi - Kappa Sig

Guitarist seeking to form creative blues improv.
band Cal Wes €053-7022
Later Tag
Sun. Feb. 2.1 ta.m.-3p.m.
Sylvania. Ohio
S20-includes transportation and 3 laser tag

RUSH • RUSH • RUSH
GOGREEK/FRATERNITIES
RUSH ' RUSH • RUSH
OPEN HOUSES 22.23.28.29 JAN
ALL FROM 7:30-9 30

games
'Buraarable'
Sign up Jan. 21 -30 in the UAO omce. 330Unton. For more info call 2-7164. sponsored by
UAO

RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

nvt tubieaser needed Mey-Aug. Own room in
4 bdrm house. Close D campus.
cal 352-5100

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
Open 7:30-9:30 All nights
Jan. 22.23.28.29
For mora into
hnpyAvww.xotter.convks/
One S2S book scholarship given
out each nightl

Need 1 rmte. Male or lemale Non-smoker (or
w-kng to smoke outs.de). own room. |l52/mo.
plus uoli 352-9423
ORIENTATION LEADER appieaooni now
available at residence hall front desks or 405
Student Services Due: Fa January 31.1097.
Subteaser warned immediaialy. One year ok)
Campbell Hril apartment. Cal 354-7211.

RUSK KAPPA DELTA
RUSH KAPPA DELTA
RUSH KAPPA DELTA
RUSH KAPPA DELTA

Subieaser(a) Needed ASAPI
1 bedroom, sir. lease til Aug. 2 mot. paid em
and free cable PI May. 352-2529.

Scholarship Money to Study Abroad
Applications are available in the Center tor International Programs. 1106 Offenhauer West.
The deadline is January 31. Call 2-0309 with
questions.
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Won Studios will be on campus starting
Jan. 27 for only 5 days. This is THE laat chance
tor May A August grads. Cal 3724088 to
schedule your sitting. Photos taken in via
yearbook office 28 West Hal
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. J POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL,
HUGE 8EACHSIOE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE, TWI BEACH BAR. HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO
i -I00-4U-II2I.
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE
FOR HEALTH AND JOY
Cal (372-9355) now to find out about an
8 a*, program designed to educate
about healthy eating and
exercise habits (weight management)
Wednesdays 3.305 00pm
Beginmng 1/29/07.
THE MEETING
A DRAMATIC PLAY
Sponaorad by Office of Sudani Activities
What would a meeting be like between Dr. Mar
on Luther King. Jr. and Malcolm X?

me our.

Wednesday. January 22,1997
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
7:30 pm
FREE

HELP WANTED
•1000'S POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800-21*9000
Ert R-2076torLI»Bngt.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For into call 301-429 1326.
AC Tool & Die Co. ol Deshter. OH has the following full-Dme positions open: Machinist, &
CNC programmer-operator We Oder a ru»
benefit package A compennve wages Apply in
person or send resume to AC Tool A Die.
3-276 State Rt 16. Deshler. OH 43516 Ann.
P»oqyH.i.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR-SUMME R OF 1997 Yogi Bear's JeUyskxve Camp Resort is tookjng
tor 2 outgoing, creative people lo plan and implement daily acDvibes tor a busy family camping resort near Sea World of Aurora. Onto.
* Experience la preferred but not required.
Male or lemale recreatton/edu cation majors
are encouraged to apply. espeaally those looking tor a pracacum
* Salary is t150.00/wk with housing.
*200/wk without
' Interviewing wil be done al the Resort.
Send your resume to:
Jellystone Camp Resort
XAndrea Schwartz
6511 Marsol V222
MayfieidHta .On-0 44124
ASIA EMPLOYMENT
Learn how students have made f25-$45mr.
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. Many employers
provide room A board and'or other benefits
Call: 206-971 -3570 em J55445.
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$.000 ■ POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Time. At
Home. Ton Free (1) 800-216-9000 Em. T-2076
for Listings.
Babysitter Wanted, our home Tues/Wed
126pm 3 yr. girl. 6 yr. boy. Exp. and ret
necessary. Tranap. necessary $5/hr. Can
3520960 before 6pm or leave message any
Urns at 352-6078.
CAMP WAYNE(sister half of brother'sister
camp. Northwestern Pennsylvania. 6/23 t 8/20V97). Have the most memorable summar ol your Mel Directors needed tor Drama.
Fine AtH. Sports. Camping/Nature Counsel
ors tor Tennis. Sports. Go". Sell-Defense.
Gymnastics, Dance. Cheerteadmg. Ropes.
Guitar. Bank. Sculpture, Drawmg/Pamnng,
Silkscreen. Ceramics, Swimming (WSI Preferred). Sailing, Waterskjing. Other staff:
Drrver/Video/PlxHography. Head Chef and
Assistant Chef, Kitchen positions. Office personnel. On Campus Interviews February 16th.
Ca<M-600-279-30l9fw information.
CRUSE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Travel the world
(Hawaii. Mexico. Caribbean)
A earn an excellent income in the
Cruise A Land-Tour Industry
For details, caH 1-206-971 3550 em. CSS449
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Travel Eastern Europe
by teaching basic conversational English in
Prague. Budapest, or Krakow Inexpensive
Room A Board * other potential benefits. Find
out how ID succeed m this field. Call: (206)
971-3660 em K55441.
Economic Development Specialist
Ottawa County Community
Improvement Corporation
Reports to the Director of Economic
Development
Responsibility for Program Mgmnt. A Mktg.
Send Resumes ASAP to
315 Madison St. Rm 208. Port Clinton, OH
43452
FREE T-SHIRT A $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for Fraternises, sorohDes A groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to HOOOby earning a whopping
A5.0CWISA application. Call 1 800-932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Parmanenl pan-nma position needed, lor assorted office and warehouse dunes, approximately 20 hours per week. Apply al: Clarke
Power Products 500 Lehman Ave. Bowling
Green. OH 43402.

2 bedroom apt., close to campus $500/mo •
alec Call (517) 278-6911.

FOR SALE
01 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parly
Crusel 8 Days $2791 Includes All Meals. Parbee a Taxes! Great Beaches 4 MghtMei
Leaves from FL Lauderoalel sprtngoreak
lmvel.com 1-800-87»63ae
01 Awesome Cancun ft Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air S HoM From $4281 Save
$150 On Food, Orlnka $ Free ParMal 111%
Lowest Price Guaraniael springbreaktraval.com 1 aoo-g7»-638g.
01 Awesome Florida Spring Break' Panama
Cityl Room Will Kitchen Near Bars $1101 Daytone Best Location $1381 Florida's New Hois
pol-Cocoa Beach HUsm $1881 springbreaklravel.com 1-800-878-8388.
12 gauge double barrel shotgun Almost new.
$175 00. Call Bob at 353-4512.
1888 Ponnac Trans Am red with gray ml 88k.
very good oond.. V 8 305, sunroof. $4,858 1353-5087
Caoi.Descrambler Kil
$14.85 - See ALL the channels.
(313)523-2787
For Sale 2 dressers A an exercise bike
$25 each OBO. 2 tree redlner chairs.
you pica them up. Call 288-2778.
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 mln. par month FREE
CaH Tadek for details.
418-356-2005
Geo Prizm 80. AC. stereo. 5 spaed, prsteenng
same aa Corrolla $2600 CaH 352-5595
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from pennies
on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's. REO'a. Your
Area. Toll Free (1) 800-218-8000 Ext H-2076
far current lisllngs

Help wanted. A Responsible Person. Musi
have phone A car. Opening for cleaning service days A nights WiH supply al equipment.
Contact Brenda at 660-4183

PowerBoo«520C 12/160/18 2$1200
PowerBook 180 12/120/14 4 $820
PowerBook 170 4/80714.4 w/ceee. 2 barter
iea, Ram Doublet $580
Stylewnter 1200 w/cartndge, cable $160
mUa $10, keyboards $40
Call Paul al 353-7265

Immediate openings tor secunty and female
bartenders at the Asylum. 209 N. Superior,
Toledo Apply in person or call 243-5911.

PowerBook 5300 Laptop 8/520
Excel Word Cctl $800353-4704

Looking For Part-Time Work?
Earn S6 an Hour A Great Benefits
at
UPS
Sign up at 360 Student Services
UPS is an E.E .0. Employer

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
National Parks hire forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards A volunteer and
government positions. Excellent benefits A
bonus potential. Cal: 1-206-971-3620 em.
NS5448.
Part-on* positions svai-abte tor Lifeguards at
the Niche* Therapy Pool. Day. evening, and
weekend hours are available $5 70hr High
School diploma or equivalent and valid lifeguard, first aid. and CPR certrfication required.
Application packets may be obtained from lie
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Ent B. 11160
E. Gypsy Ln Rd. BG, 8 00am-4:30pm EOE

100MHZ

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes Also Jaepa,
4WD'a. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-2168000
Elt. A-2076 tor currant ksongs.
Toshiba Lap lop Windows 8 Works with pnn
ter $350. Mac Pretorma w/CD rom $ printer.
$425 Cal Dan 353-4512.
Used loft for sale $65
cad Kalhryn @ 372 3068

Choose from choice apartments within walking distance
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water Included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt.4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 Z
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KK.I SIMMS IS
Talk Hockey With
the BG leers!!!

The Preacher's Wife

/ WASHINGTON
tuhitntx, HOUSTON
(ED
'~'::-: a>
,I,-.I.:.

Nightly 7:00
Sat SunMat 2:00 4:00
Trainspotting
"A

JOLT oar puns
MOVIE acMeiac-vi"

Nightly^ib
Fri only 9:30 & 12 Mid
Sat only
12 Mid

w

•87-80-Apts » House.
Available Cloee to Campua

Saturday,
after
women's
B-Ball!!!

J& 11234 N. Main St. 354-0558
^r^^Htl^nTwar/Dr^rTT\
In Love, and Wa r (PG-13)

1:45 4:45 7:1510:00
1

: Metro
r:: ,"::::::
=g
(R)

2:00 5:00 7:45 10:10

:
>

==
Jerry McGuIre (R)
1:15 4:10 7:00 9:50

The Relic (R)
1:00 3:20 5:35 8:00 10:15

:»».i uiua

•i

Beverly Hills Nlnja (PG-13)
1:15 3:15 5:20 7:30 9:40

•NO PASSES

nm aw<*HA3Km * trnmrmrnm
an m — IT imJtwmm awil—■.■■■
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I

New house - 3 bdrm, 1 bath, large closets. 812
Third St. $695 snort lease avail Call Pha or
Deb at 474-5344.
Now Renting Rooms
Spnng Semester
Call 353-0325

Beer
Spirits ^
Pop/Ice
Mixes
Party Supplies
Instant & Super Lotto

wransasiat a^paMf*a^OM«Mai

10 a.m. -9 p.m. Mon - Sat

\*J now!

IMAGINE
The Unique Boutique

Visit us at 445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9
Sunday 12-6

352 3306
Spring Break 97
Panama City Beach

$29

Spring Break Party Package
Package includes:
•Cult Ironi accommodations al the
beaches largest resort
FREE passes to Spinnaker and
Club Lavela
•Next to super clubs
■Wild contests a free entertainment
BOARDWALK
BEACH RESORT
1-800-224-4853

And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms.

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
+
>

Houses/ 1 $ 2 bdrm turn apts. year, 9 mo., A
summer leases 352-7454

HAS MOVED!

Still Available

Fine Wines

► I-800-SUNCHASE:

HOUSE FOR RENT/DOOM 8 BOARD. 2
STORY 4 BEDROOM HOME. 8 MILES FROM
BGSU LOCATED IN WATERVILLE. BUILTIN SWIMMING POOL. JACUZZI, EXERCISE
ROOM, 2 FULL BATHROOMS. PLENTY OF
STORAGE SPACE. $400 PER MONTH,
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL FREE LOCAL
MOVE-IN, AND FREE LOCAL RELOCATION
OUT. (419) 878-3777.

Wanted roommate for 97-98 school year Own
room 8 very close to campus. Call 3544228.

211E Reed St. 3 Bedroom for 5
- 6 students
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts. 9
payment lease, Furn.. A/C.

"Meeting all you
party needs"

4 SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

Free Jan. rent. Female subteaser needed immediately. 2 blocks from campus. $155/month
plus utilities 354-8271

SEEKING 1 NON SMOKING MALE TO
SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FURNISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $210 .
UTS. CALL: 352-1541

311/316E. Marry, 8 pymt. tease
211 E. Reed St and many more
Can tor Ikstlnga 353-0325
or Habnga avail. 24 hrs at
ol»ce 318 E. Marry 03

cAmmmu
Large & Small Houses

(State Liquor Agency)

X

0 8 0 RENTALS - All ol Our units are within 2
blocks of campua. Now renting tor fall. Artrac
five, well-maintained units:
808 E. WOOSTER - Spacious duplex located
directly across from campus. Upper unit?
bdrm /max occup 4. Lower unit-2 bdrm. /max
occupa. Reserved parking.
234 S. COLLEGE ■ 2 bdrm. house,max occup 4. 2 bdrm. rear apt mix occup 3.
Reeerved parking.
850 SCOTT HAMILTON - ExcepOonaly nice 2
bdrm. units/max occup 4 per unit. Laundry la
cairJee/al units as* cond Reserved pkg
836 SCOTT HAMILTON - 3 yr old duplex/front
unit avail 2 bdrrrvmax occup 3. Reeerved pkg
CALL DIG RENTALS AT (419) 2873233
ANDASKFOREVAORELLIE

I CINEMA 51°,?

127 N. Main, BG. * 353-1361

TOBY'S PARTY
OASIS

BG's only sports
talk show

AVAILABLE NOW OR MAY. Clean 6 nice upper apL 3 large rooms, smallish kit., huge bath.
AH new heater (gas), plumbing, elec. Ofl-street
parking Quiet street GREAT landlord $425 A
utll. Cat 354-1633.

Room for Rent $200/mo. Kitchen 8 laundry
facilities included Located near the college
Prefer a nonsmoking female 353 1818

Listing avail. 24 hrt
Office 316 E Merry 13
or call 353-0325

353133553

Aval, for Rent Aug. 1, '97
Cloee to Univ. Year lease req'd.
•3 bdrm home eic. oond.
226 E Merry St.
-3 bdrm apt 443 N. Enterprise
-1 bdrm apt. 443 N Enterprise
caH 686 4651

Room avail, m BG home. Grad. male pre!
Call 352-1631 or 354-6701.

FOR RENT

AND

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •

APTS FOR '97 AT 96 RATES
801 3rd * 1 bdrm furn * grads only
704 5th • 2 bdrm fum ' 9 or 12 lease
7107th*2bdrmunfurn ' 12 mth lease
PLEASE CALL 352-3449 ' SAM 8PM

Cinemark Theatres

I lil/I!! 11IIMil I

CHARLESTON APARTMENTS

2 Br Apt. must sublease for 6 mos. avail. Now'
840 8th Si (425 mo. . ulls 6 dep
1-419-278-6922.

Free Rent -1 month
$168/mo., across from campus
Cal Pat© (216) 356-0436

SEIZED CARS from $17S. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevys, BMW's. Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-2168000
Ex! A-2076 for current ksungs.

Mind your own business! CotorWorks is currently recruicng on campus tor a limited number of summer *97 management positions
Gam hands on experience in manag.no a business in your hometown. Opportunities available In Toledo, Sytvsnta, Msumee.and other
areas. Summer earnings $749,000. To speak
to a campus representative call
1-800-477-1001.

'Renting now* Houses. Apts. A Rooms
for 97/98 school year
316 E Merry 03 or call 353-0325
for listing.

'package price based on per person quint
occup. 7 night minimum stay. $200 security
deposit at check In Dim. You're sat
reading? Get on the phonel

DELIVER TELEPHONE BOOKS

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING

EARN EXTRA MONEY
No Experience
Deliveries Stan Mld-Feburary

'ays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $251
To Apply For A Card,
Cal 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-AJ Meals-Free ParttesT
•Includes Taxes

Cancun

$399

7 Nkjhts-Alr.Holei-Save $150
on Food & Drinks

Jamaica

$419

7 NighU-Alr.Hotel-Save $150
on Food 8 Drinks

Florida

$119

7 Nights-Panama City. Daytona
8 Cocoa Beach
Spring Break TravtI-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

People needed to deliver the new
GTE Bowling Green, OH telephone
directories in: Bowling Green,
Grand Rapids, Weston, Portage,
Haskins, Dunbridge, Rudolph, A
surrounding areas.
To deliver you must be at least 18
years old, have the use of an
Insured vehicle, and be available a
minimum ol 5 daylight hours daily.

To deliver, reserve a route in
your neighborhood.

Call 1-800-827-12001
Job 345-B
American Directory Service Corp
EOE
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Historic "Meeting"
in the Ballroom
Scott Shriner
Article on The Meeting"

The aeroplane flies
high to Savage Hall
photo by Brett Mercuri
Brandon Wray and Tod McCloskey
The Back Pages
Shakedown, 1997, cool kids got
their tickets early and wore their
"Zero" shirts to show their
allegiance to the leaders of their
tribe Billy Corgan and the Smashing Pumpkins.
The house lights dimmed and
the beautiful piano introduction to
"Mellon Collie and the Infinite
Sadness" began. The song, which
sent shivers down this reviewer's
spine, was the perfect way to start
the concert which would plow
through most of the "Mellon
Collie" album along with a few of
the band's older classics.
After starting off with The
Aeroplane Plane Flies High" off
the recent box set, the Pumpkins
played a scorching version of the
crowd pleaser Tonight, Tonight".
The crowd was very responsive
and a bond was immediately
formed between them and the
band.
The Pumpkins played hit after
hit and the crowd loved.
Two of the their firecrackers
"Bullet With Butterfly Wings" and
"Zero" completely rocked the
house. "Zero" was sped to an
almost thrashlike pace and
"Bullet" became the ultimate
dysfunctional sing-along as
thousands of kids chanted "Despite all my rage I'm still just a rat
in a cage".
Early in the show a fan decided
he was not going to be a rat in a
cage and somehow managed to
climb into the rafters. The brave
and probably deranged
Pumpkinhead threw his shirt
down to the people below,
alerting police to his presence.
"1979" was an especially
powerful mement. The song is
about the freedom and
carefreeness of youth. The
audience, made up of everyone
from junior high students to late
thirties young at hearted suburbanites, really identified with this
song. For high school students it
was about what is going on right
now in their lives. For college
students we think of what
happenned just a few years ago

and adults remember the stoned
out bell bottom blues days of the
70's.
Corgan and his partners have
made a career of connecting with
their audience better than most
bands in recent history. Songs like
"1979"and "33" perfectly address
the disillusionment and confusion
that seems to characterize this
generation and time period.
One of Corgan's friends, Jimmy
Frog of the band the Frogs, joined
the onstage during "1979" and
ran around in a frog costume.
Frog jumped from a ladder and
also made his way into the crowd.
Corgan and his partners have
made a career of connecting with
their audience better than most
bands in recent history. Songs like
"1979"and "33" perfectly address
the disillusionment and confusion
that seems to characterize this
generation and time period.
Corgan introduced the song
"Here is No Why" by saying that
this is probably something you
don't know because you skip past
it on the CD. The song turned out
to be one of the highlights of the
show.
"Disarm", one of the few songs
off of their breakthrough "Siamese
Dream" in the set, started slow
and was sped up similiar to
"Zero" and the audience seemed
to enjoy the different mood
created.
The Pumkpins also played
"Rhinoceros" off of "Gish" which
the audience didn't react well to
and some took it as a good time
to hit the restrooms. "Drown" off
the "Singles" soundtrack drew a
better reaction than "Rhinoceros"
but was another example of the
audience's unfamiliarity with older
material.
For "Porcelina of the Vast
Ocean" the band used computer
animation on large film screens
behind the stage to highlight the
psychedelic feel of the song.
This expression by the band
was then put into music when
the band returned to the stage
after a short ten minute break. As

Get There Early!!!
>***

■ 1 ION. Main St.l-JMijrj'fM'
• Bowling Green. OH • fMJJiiLUB;
• 352 9222 •
---------• Full Sunday Liquor
License •
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soon as they hit the stage again,
everyone in Savage was expecting "Cherub Rock" and Today",
two giant hits from "Siamese
Dream". Corgan though, had
other obnoxious and wrongful
ideas in mind for the conclusion of
this show.
When the Pumpkins returned for
their first encore, Corgan witnessed a few fans leaving the
concert across the mezzazine on
the far side of the arena. Billy
said,"What, do you guys have
tests to study for or what? You're
going to miss the best part of the
show." People then stopped in
their tracks and watched for
awhile.
Then they cut into "Cherub
Rock", which ignited the crowd
once more. At this point, the first
hour and forty minutes of this
concert was a great experience
and funfilled most expectations of
fans. Though for the rest of the
concert, no clearly defined song
would be played and earplugs
could have been useful.
As Corgan and Company started
to jam furiously with their instruments for ten minutes, they
suddenly stopped and took yet
another break.
Back again five minutes later,
the crowd anticipating the song
Today", but received no remorse
from Corgan. Again, they began
drifting and the fans with short
attention spans, showed signs of
boredom, Corgan addressed the
crowd, chanting , "I won't remember you, I won't remember you."
continuously as Darcy and
everyone else screached their
instruments. This was not music,
Corgan furiously punishing the
crowd with self-indulgent rock star
binge guitar riffs that produced a
headache for the fans.
As this tedious display of music
continued for fifteen minutes, the
stunned crowd did not know how
to respond. Everyone became
agitated and confused about the
circumstances happening around
them. It amost seemed as if
Corgan was angry at the crowd
and decided to annoy with a

Don't
Miss

musical war of attrition.
Corgan is known for little
temper tantrums at live shows. At
Lollapalooza in 1994 in Detriot he
went off for 15 minutes yelling
"I've got nothing , I was nothing,
I'll give you nothing". This act
gets old and it never was more old
than at this show.
Chris Lindley, BGSU student in
attendance said, "During the
encores, people were standing up
and leaving. Fans expect to hear
a hit song at the end, especially
for a band nominated for seven
grammies."
Today", a favorite song among
many fans was expected during
the encores, but Corgan refused
to play it. It seemed as though
Corgan got melancholy towards
the crowd and decided to punish
them.
One final statement about the
show is that Savage Hall is the
worst place these reviewers ever
saw a concert at. It was a basketball arena and that is about all
there is to say. Sports has nothing
to do with art and music and the
two should be kept separate. If
you could stomach all the Rocket
banners and the team photos you
possibly could try to enjoy the
concert.

They were two idealistic, fiercely
determined men with essentially
the same goal of establishing
freedom for their people. Yet
Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Malcolm X each had drastically
different philosophies as to how to
reach this goal.
Each of these leaders of the
African-American community was
openly critical of the other's
actions , but there was never a
public debate between the two.
Many have often wondered what
such a face-to-face meeting would
have been like. On Wednesday
night in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, students were treated to
The Meeting," a dramatic play
sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities, which dared to
take a stab at this popular fictional
scenario.
The ballroom stage was set up
like a simple hotel room in 1964.
The situation: Malcolm X has
invited Dr. King to come and see
him, and to his surprise, King has
accepted without even asking
why. When he arrives that
evening, the two men exchange a
few pleasantries and then almost
immediately begin to present their
conflicting views on the advancement of freedom for their culture.
Anyone who knows about the
very different methods and ideals
of King and Malcolm X knows that
this kind of argument inevitably
will spark a pretty heated debate.
King's advocation of non-violence
clashes with Malcolm X's procedures of acquiring freedom "by
any means necessary," and that is
first and foremost what this
program illustrates.
"Violence never stopped
violence," King says, who tries to
convince Malcolm X that there is
more than one way to take a

stand. But, as one might expect,
Malcolm X believes that King's
philosophy of 'turning the other
cheek' is undermining the AfricanAmerican struggle for equality.
"Doesn't it bother you," he asks
King at one point, "that the ones
who are calling you the hero of
your people and giving you
awards are the same ones who
are causing our people to suffer?"
As effective and involving as this
debate is, anyone can get up and
simply spout off the philosophies
of these two leaders. What really
made this program unique was the
fact that it 'humanized' King and
Malcolm X. This play doesn't just
see them as spiritual icons and
martyrs as they are sometimes
made out to be. It sees them as
loving fathers and devoted
husbands who not only have to
deal with the enormous task of
leading their people, but also with
the fact that taking on this leadership aften separates them from
their families and loved ones.
The Meeting" is not a
biased production. The play didn't
attempt to advocate one of these
men's ideals over the other, nor
did it profess to have an solution
to the deadlock of opinion that
King and Malcolm X eventually
reached. What it did do was
present both of their views in an
intelligent, articulate, compelling,
and amazingly authentic manner.
As an audience member I really
felt that I was watching Martin
Luther King and Malcolm X up on
stage.
This authenticity also
owes a lot to the performances of
the two actors as King and
Malcolm X. They had each
obviously studied in detail the
body language and voices of
these men, and managed to
convey realistic portrayals without
ever falling into caricatures or
seeming like they were doing
impressions.
If someone had told me
beforehand that this program
involved an ami-wrestling match
between Dr. King and Malcolm X, I
would not have wanted to go.
Admittedly, it sounds a bit contrived. But in the context of the
play, the arm-wrestling was more
symbolic than literal, as indeed the
entire production was, and served
to illustrate one of the main points
of this excellent and thoughtprovoking performance: Think
how much more we could have
accomplished," King says to
Malcolm, after the two men, out of
breath, have reached a stalemate,
"if we had simply joined hands and
pushed in the same direction."

Happy Hours -3-9p.m.
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Straight from the
elephant's mouth
Brett Mercuri
The Back Pages
The musical journey, the journey
of life, the journey of sex, the
journey of drugs.. ."—Andrew
Woodworth-vocalist
When I first received Elephant
Ride's debut album, "Forget," in
the mail I was expecting to hear
the same old L.A. garbage. You
know the kind, no originality, all
regurgitation. (Do not judge lest
ye be judged.) "Forget" is an
astounding debut. Spawning a
mix of sounds reminiscent of Yes,
Rush and more recently, Live the
band has a sound all its own. In a
recent phone conversation with
Elephant Ride vocalist, Andrew
Woodworth, I found an intelligent, honest man with a true love
for what he is doing.
The Back Pages: ""Forgef has a
stunning amount of musical
energy. Where does that come
from?"
Andrew Woodworth: "I think the
energy has to come from an
honest place, from the need to be
heard more than anything else.
How old are you?"
BP: "21 .'
AW: "So you know what its like to
be in your early 20's and the
rights of passage you go through,
the confusion that you go through,
the excitement that you go
through. I'm sort of an emotional
beast and I think anybody who
plays music probably is because
; they find a way to healthily
■ cathart themselves. Its just a great
; way to channel yourself, rather
; than to go out and beat people
; up or rape somebody. Its a
: healthy way to do it and the need
for communication really is the
: motivating factor."
" BP: "Any singles being released,
■ aside from 'Wash Me,' that you
- prefer?"
- AW: "In the middle of February
• we are releasing a song called
j The Box.' [But] I have no idea
; what songs are better than others,
: that's kind of like asking 'What
; child do you like better?' to a
: parent. But I'm looking forward
I to [the new single] I think its a
: good choice. [The song] is kind of
: like 'hurry up and wait.'"
' BP: "What kind ot expectations
•were held for this album?"
AW: "Expectation has really
surrounded this band from the
beginning because of the level of
speed that this thing happened.
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From the inception of the band,
getting signed, to the sizes of
crowds coming to our live shows.
Our record company[Work—a
division of Sony) expects a lot. I
think they expect us to be a band
with a career rather than a one hit
wonder. So they're sort of
grooming us, they are not trying
to make us explode with the first
singlefWash Me'] which is smart."
BP: "How are things looking for
the band at this moment?"
AW: "We have been working on
some new stuff, which has been
great. You start to forget why you
are doing this when you are on
the road and playing the same
songs that you've played for a
couple years. We're really just sort
of playing it by ear, we're having a
good time, we love playing music,
[as musicians know] it eventually
becomes a need and we're just
trying not to think too far ahead
because when you are a band in
our position you just don't know
what is goin to happen. I'm
excited about things."

From the Editor column
Greetings Back Pages readers,
Spring semester has arrived and
so has the inaugural issue of the
new Back Pages. This semester
we are going to try to put together the best arts and entertainment section this side of Rolling
Stone and Spin. I spent my Winter
break pondering what University
students wanted to read about
and what I wanted to write about.
In between watching re-runs of
Dallas and CHIPS on cable and
wondering why Jenny McCarthy
and her insult to our collective
national intelligence replaced
Alternative Nation on MTV , I
came up with a few ideas.
Star Wars, the Real World 6 in
Bowling Green, and The Back
Pages on the Road and in jail were
just a few of the things I came up
with. Add our own version of the
State of the Union Address
charade and you have the Back
Pages Spring 97 campaign.
Your editor,
Brandon Wray...
"And I can't help but feeling
I could blow through the ceiling
If I just turn and run
... and it wears me out.
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Star Wars
returns to
theaters
for the
first time
in twenty
years
next week
What to do in the land
of ice and snow
Troy Reynolds
The Back Page*
As a new semester begins,
students everywhere are already
looking forward to the weekends
as a time to take a break and
relax. But what is there to do in
Bowling Green? I have asked
mysell that question many times
as I grew up in this area. So, let
me be your tour guide through
the activities and events ol the
Bowling Green weekend.
This being a college paper, I feel
I should start with some University
sponsored events. Several sporting
events are scheduled for this
weekend, including a hockey
game on Friday night, and
Women's Basketball and a swim
meet on Saturday. If sports are not
your thing, both the concert and
symphonic bands will be performing this weekend. The University
Performing Dancers are planning
several shows this weekend in the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
If you like movies, "Phenomenon" is playing in room 111
Olscamp on Friday and Saturday
nights. Bowling Green offers two
places to see first run movies, as
well. The first is the Cla-Zel
Theatre on Main Street, which
also shows the Rocky Honor
Picture Show every Saturday at
midnight. The other theater is the
Woodland Mall Cinemas located—
surprise!—at the Woodland Mall,
just north of town. The mall
cinema offers five screens, so you
might be able to find something
worth watching.
The Student Union offers

bowling and billiards at reasonable rates. If you would like to get
off campus, however, there are
two bowling alleys in Bowling
Green. Al-Mar Colonial is on Main
Street just north of Poe Road, and
Varsity Lanes is at the south end of
town, near Pizza Hut. If you
decide to check out either of these
places, you should call ahead to
make sure they are offering open
bowling.
Of course I know that some of
you are mainly interested in
partying. Well, I can't help you
out with the parties; you are on
your own there. But I can tell you
what is going on at the different
clubs around town. Howard's will
be sponsoring a New York based
band this weekend, "CeLange." At
Easy Street, locals "Jackie O" will
be performing on Friday, and
Tye-Dye Harvest" is scheduled
for Saturday. If you do not like live
music, there are several other
places you can go to hang out
with your friends and just have a
good time, such as Uptown or
BW3.
That is about it for this weekend. As the semester progresses, I
hope to be able to improve this
column but bear now. And
remember, it is Super Bowl
weekend, so there is bound to be
several parties all over town and at
the bars on Sunday. After all,
those Packer fans finally have
something to celebrate.

Joan Osborne's
Golden Oldies
Carolyn Majesky
The Back Page*
I just came in from the cold a
couple of minutes ago with this
CO to listen to and review for
everyone out there who enjoys
great music.
The CD with which I have been
comissioned to review is an early
recordings CD from Joan
Osbourne. Now most of us in the
music listening community know
Joan from her sultry ballad "One
of Us", but what most people
don't know is that she made a live
record way back in 1991 at Delta
88 in New York City.
This CD of early recordings has
songs such as "Flyaway, "Camels"
and "Son of a Preacher Man",
which carry a jazzy Janis Joplin
sound which is still prevalent in
her present work as a singer.
Joan Osbourne belts out these
songs like she's been doing this
her entire life. I do have to admit I
sort of liked "One of Us", however,
after hearing her belt out these

songs I just want to hear more of
that Janis Joplinesque sound.
If you truly enjoy a great record
with awesome songs on it then
you'll definitely enjoy Joan
Osbourne: Early Recordings. As I
stated before Joan has this Janislike sound which pulls you in and
allows you to fully enjoy her songs
anfd their unique sound. I would
recommend this album of early
recordings to anyone who likes to
escape into their music. Put up
your feet and unwind from the
hustle and bustle of this wild
world we live in.
I give Joan Osbourne: Early
Recordings two soulful ballads up.
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Radiohead

Howard's
clubW
Mon-Sot 12-2:30 am

DELIA'S
TOUCH OF BEAUTY

1084 S. Main
353-4211
Hair • Tanning • Nails

M-MSI
1

TANNING SPECIAL I
(Bed or Booth)
15 visits for $25
expires 1-31-97
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|
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Don't just sit
there! Step in
today for a complete
1997/1998 apartment listing^

RE Management,
Call Now!

352-9302

113 Railroad Si.
Open Mon thruPti
8:00am - 5:00pm

Learn the Write Stuff
at
The Writing Center

Phenomenon
. 24 & Jan. 25
8& fl p.m.
Olscamp 111
$2
For more info call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

• Breaking Through Writer's Block
Jan. 25-Feb. 15
10 am-12 pm Saturday

• Writing for Magazines
Feb. 17-Mar. 10
7-9 pm Monday
HAVE YOU PICKED UP A LISTING OF 1997-98
APARTMENTS?

• The Poetry of Song Lyrics
Feb. 20-Mar. 13
7-9 pm Thursday

COME TO:

NEWLOVF,

Call 372-8181 today to register or to request a free catalog
of all credit and noncredit classes.

RENTALS

Sponsored by Continuing Education, International &
Summer Programs, Bowling Green State University
328 S.MAlN(OU» ONLY omCH)

352-5620

i

Rock Rapelling Course
Feb. 16
9 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Gilboa, Ohio
$26 - Bursarable
Includes transportation, indoor and
outdoor rapelling instruction and rock
climbing. Sign-up in the UAO office,
330 Union.
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Here's five movies
you can't refuse
a daughter, played by Talia Shire,
DeNiro won Best Supporting
Actor, and he and Brando became
and three sons: the eldest, hottempered Sonny (James Caan),
the only two people to win
the incompetent Fredo (the late
Academy Awards for playing the
"For as long as I can remember,
same character. Also like the first
John Cazale), and the youngest
I always wanted to be a ganginstallment, this movie is very long
and heir to the empire, Michael
ster."
(over three hours) and very gory.
(AlPacino). Robert Duvall plays
-Henry Hill, "Goodfellas"
the adopted son and family
These movies spawned a slew of
consigliere, or counselor, and
imitators over three hours long
There has always been a
Diane Keaton plays Kay, Michael's
and excessively violent, all trying
mystique surrounding gangsters,
to be the next American orgafrom Al C a pone to John Gotti, and wife.
Though fictional, the screenplay, nized crime epic. Few, if any,
Hollywood has done well to cash
written by Francis Ford Coppola,
suceeded.
in on it. Starting with "Little
who also directed, and Mario
Goodfellas (1991): This movie
Caesar" in 1930, gangster movies
Puzo, author of the novel that
was released the same year as the
have held a part of our imaginathird Godfather movie, and was
served as the basis for this movie,
tion, as well as of the silver screen.
the type of gangster epic Coppola
Some actors have made a career had some grounding in reality.
Many characters were based on
originated with "The Godfather."
out of playing gangsters, includreal people, including Johnny
Martin Scorsese directed this
ing Edward G. Robinson, Robert
movie, describing the rise and fall
Fontane
(Al
Martino)
and
Moe
DeNiro, Jimmy Cagney and Joe
Greene (Alex Rocco), who were
of a New York criminal, played by
Pesci. Other actors have used
allegedly based on Frank Sinatra
Ray Liotta. The movie is based on
roles in gangster movies as
and Bugsy Siegel, respectively.
the memoirs of Liotta's character,
stepping stones to bigger and
Carlo Gambino, the head of the
Henry Hill, who, with Nicholas
better things, such as Sylvester
Gambino crime family, reportedly
Pileggi, wrote Wiseguy. The fact
Stallone (who played Al Capone's
was the basis for the Godfather.
that the events in this movie really
right-hand man in 1975's
Many incidents in the movie were
happened make it even more
"Capone), Richard Dreyfuss (who
also lifted from real life. A shootterrifying. Joe Pesci took home an
played Pretty Boy Floyd in 1968's
"Dillinger") and Humphrey Bogart ing at a Bronx fruit stand served as Oscar for his portrayal of a brutal
killer, and Robert DeNiro (what
(who made his mark in Hollywood the basis for the attempt on Don
Vito's life, and the anecdote that
would a Scorsese movie be
playing killer Duke Manlee in the
Michael recounts at the beginning without DeNiro?) plays Liotta's
1936 movie "The Petrified
of the movie supposedly hapmentor. Set against New York in
Forest").
a thirty-year span beginning with
Since "Little Caesar," many mob pened to Tommy Dorsey.
The movie is exceptionally long
the 1950s, the scenery is specmovies have been made, too
(nearly three hours), exceptionally tacular, and the soundtrack, full of
many to list. So I'm gonna make
well-done and exceptionally
classic rock tunes, is wonderful.
you an offer you can't refuse: I
The Roaring Twenties (1939):
will share with you what I consider violent (the scene with the movie
producer is not for the faint of
There is really only one plot in
the five best gangster movies ever
heart). It has become a classic,
gangster movies: a young kid
made, and the five movies that, if
hailed by critics...and gangsters
starts at the bottom of the
you were ordered to watch them
criminal hierarchy, rises to the top,
at gunpoint, you would do well to themselves, who said they were
unsure how to act until the release and falls again. This formula
take the bullet.
of this movie. Brando says he still
probably began with the genre,
THE FIVE BEST
isn't allowed to pay for a meal in
and it was still fresh when this
The Godfather (1972): This is
Little Italy.
movie came out. Jimmy Cagney,
the movie that launched a
The Godfather Part II (1974):
Humphrey Bogart and Pat O'Brien
thousand cliches, among them
This movie continues the story of
play army buddies from World
the phrase "I'll make him an offer
the Corleone family, with Michael
War I. After the war, they all
he can't refuse," which I so
taking the reins of power and
return to New York. Bogie gets
shamelessly borrowed in the
enduring
a
move
to
Las
Vegas,
into racketeering, O'Brien goes to
preceding paragraph. Because so
Congressional investigations, and
law school, and Cagney becomes
much of the movie has become
various
assaults
on
the
empire.
a taxi driver. Cagney begins to
cliched, it has lost some of its
dabble in bootlegging during
The movie intersperses this story
impact in the 25 years since its
release. But prior to this, gangster with flashbacks to his father's early Prohibition, and soon heads a
life, with Robert DeNiro playing
massive crime syndicate with
movies consisted of sterotypical
young Don Vito. Returning for
Bogart. After Prohibition is
characters, like Jimmy Cagney as
this movie are, in addition to
repealed, Cagney's empire dries
the crook with the heart of gold,
Pacino, Cazale, Caan (briefly),
up (see what happens when you
or George Raft as a cold-blooded
don't diversify?), and he is left
Duvall, Keaton and Shire. (Everyhit man.
with only one cab. O'Brien
one else was dead at the end of
Marlon Brando, in an Oscarthe first movie!)
becomes prosecutor and goes
winning performance, plays Vito
I personally like the first movie
after Bogie. Without revealing the
Corleone, aging head of a criminal
better, but that doesn't mean that ending (even though it's not too
empire. (Brando's performance is
this one is worse. It, like its
hard to figure out), O'Brien lives
even more incredible given the
predecessor, won Best Picture,
happily after. Everyone else dies.
fact that he was not quite 50
and Coppola won Best Director.
This movie avoids the melowhen he played this role!) He has
Vincent Guerrieri
The Back Pages

The Answer Factory
Computer Center's

drama that was in every other
gangster movie of the time, even
though Bogart, Cagney and
O'Brien play the same roles in
scores of other movies. This
movie also contains one of the
best gunfights I've ever seen, in a
spaghetti restaurant. (One of the
traits of being Italian is that
everyone assumes you're connected, because everyone assumes
that all Italians are. Even then, the
stereotype persisted. If there were
no Italian gangsters in the movie,
why was the gunfight in a spaghetti restaurant?)
Onthe Waterfront (1954): This
isnit a gangster movie in the sense
of a movie with gunfights and
power struggles. EliaKazanis
masterpiece chronicles the
stranglehold organized crime has
on labor unions, with heip from
many great actors. Marlon
Brando stars as washed-up boxer
Terry Malloy (and provides us with
the other great Brando cliche: eil
coulda been a contender. I
coulda been somebody.ii), who
winds up working on the docks
and testifies before a hearing
about organized crime, based on
the advice of a priest (Karl
Maiden) and the sister of a man
who was killed for speaking out
(Eva Marie Saint, who won an
Oscar, as did Brando). Those are
the forces of good and light. On
the side of evil are gangster
Johnny Friendly, played by Lee J.
Cobb, and his henchmen (watch
for Fred Gwynne, who later went
on to play Herman Munster and
the judge in eiMy Cousin Vinnyii as
one). His right-hand man is
played spectacularly by Rod
Steiger.
Maiden can be heavy-handed at
times, but great performances are
turned in by the cast in a story
that is probably more accurate,
and more relevant to most
people, than most other mob
movies.
Honorable Mention: eiThe
Untouchablesii(1987)

Software Blow-Out

Inventory reduction sale
• y
Games! Business! More!
10% TO 50% OFF IN-STOCK TITLES!
HOURS: 10-7 WEEKDAYS. 10-4 SATURDAY
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staffl
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Under New Management

VALHALLA

January 24 & 25

Harmonica Shah
Dimers Every Thursday & Saturday 7-9 pm
Karoke Thursdays al 9 pm
Wednesday - Disco Night
Sunday - Latino Night with Longoria

893 S. Main

352-97801
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Five Movies you should refuse
Vincent Guerrieri
The Back Pages

Anthony Quinn, who truly looks
like he enjoys himself playing Joe
Masseria, the crime boss of New
York.
The movie tries too hard
to capture the feel of the Roaring
Twenties, dropping names left and
right. You almost expect to see
Babe Ruth in one of the restaurants in this movie! The movie
also uses some godawful dialogue. When a girl asks Siegel
what he does for a living, Grieco
flashes a grin and whispers, "I kill
people."
Bugsy's spinning in his
grave.
The Godfather Part III
(1990): In his defense, Coppola
needed the money. After "The
Cotton Club," "Apocalypse Now"
and "Tucker: the Man and His
Machine," Coppola's production
company, American Zoetrope, was
in danger of going belly-up, so he
returned to what he did best.
Unfortunately, it didn't

FIVE WITH A BULLET
Mobsters (1992): This is
just baaad. It was the attempt of
some poor, misguided soul to use
handsome young actors to play
gangsters. Now, I have no
problem with handsome men
playing gangsters, but some
people were not meant to play
gangsters, like Christian Slater,
who plays a young Charlie
"Lucky" Luciano. What were
they thinking?
The movie chronicles the
rise to power of Luciano, Ben
"Bugsy" Siegel (who went on to
be played by another pretty boy,
Warren Beatty, which I'm sure
Bugsy would've appreciated),
Meyer Lansky and Frank Costello,
played by, respectively, Slater,
Richard Grieco, Patrick Dempsey
and Costas Mandylor. The only
performance worth watching is

ghetti Westerns," turns his hand
to mob movies in this sprawling,
crawling movie starring Robert
DeNiro and James Woods.
Three cuts of this movie
exist, each telling a different story:
a three-hour cut, a six-hour
version, and an eight-hour version
for you masochists out there. It
has the same plot: rise and fall of
a group of gangsters, yadda yadda
yadda. It grasps quite well the
atmosphere of 1920s New York
that eluded "Mobsters." This
movie is proof that DeNiro
doesn't guarantee a good gangster
movie, and gives rise to the James
Woods rule: avoid any gangster
movie with James Woods in it.
Casino (1995): I think
Saturday Night Live's David
Spade put it best when he said, "
'Casino.' Caseen it. I liked it
better the first time, when it was
called 'Goodfellas.'"

work. Judged on its own merit,
the movie isn't too bad. But when
compared to its predecessors, each
of which an Oscar winner, this
movie pales in comparison. Shire,
Keaton and Pacino return in this
movie, tracing the third generation of the Corleone family.
Signing on for this movie are
Bridget Fonda, Andy Garcia, Joe
Mantegna and Eli Wallach.
The movie, like its
predecessors long and violent,
begins with a celebration like the
other two, and ends in a bloodbath. Especially gruesome is the
man stabbed with his own
eyeglasses. I started wearing
contacts shortly after seeing this
movie.
Once Upon a Time in
America(1982): The "Heaven's
Gate" of gangster movies. Sergio
Leone, the man who brought us
Clint Eastwood and the "Spa-

This movie does seem
like a retread of "Goodfellas,"
with the same director (Scorsese),
writer (Pileggi) and stars (DeNiro
and Pesci). "Casino" doesn't pack
the punch of "Goodfellas,"
instead offering a been there, done
that, bought the T-shirt attitude.
The violence, though standard
Scorsese stomach-turning fare, is
full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing.
Replacing Lorraine
Bracco as the standard woman in
the middle of all this evil is Sharon
Stone, who proves, in an Oscarnominated performance, that she's
good at acting and not just taking
off her clothes. In fact, she doesn't
even get naked in this movie!
The James Woods rule is
in effect here as well.
The Valachi Papers
(1967): Charles Branson stars in
this movie, which about sums up
why if s bad. If s a shame,

though, because if s a really
interesting story. Joe Valachi,
played by Branson, testifies before
a Congressional committee about
life in the Mob. In flashbacks, we
see the life he led.
Valachi's testimony
proved extremely damaging to the
mob and valuable to the government, with information about how
the mob was structured.
So why do we have such
a fascination with gangster
movies? Is it the morality behind
it, with everyone paying some
price for their crimes? Is it the
fascination with the lifestyle, the
money, the cars? Is it the base
desire these movies appeal to,
with their sex and violence? Is is
an ethnic thing? Beats the hell out
of me. I'm going to have a
meatball sandwich and watch "A
Bronx Tale."
Vince Guerrieri is of Italian
descent and is from Youngstown,
but he isn't in the Mafia. He is,
however, being groomed to take
over his father's olive oil importing business.
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She-Woflol London

Movie: a-Vi "Omen IV Tne A»a*eo»ig"(199l)

Fn the !3thSenes

She-Wolf ol London

'Omen IV

Highlander: The Series

Movie:** "ThePresidio"(1988)SeanCormery.X

La Femme NikrU (R) X

Big Easy "Long & Short"

lOncknU

|Medicine Woman

SATURDAY
asss»l»'<J,,,ll»^II|li;ji,,M»ff:i»ay*a,,>laT^
BROADCAST STATIONS

01

w
fQ
*P
S3
®
Sj)

NewsX

CBS News

Fortune

Early Edition "Mob Wile" | Walker, Teiaa Ranger X NewsX

Outer Limits The Heist"

[Wide World ol Sports X Hews 1
Auto Racing: rndy Racing League-mdy 200 (Live) Senior PGA Golf Skins Game - First Round (Lve)S
telecast
nside Stuff To Be Announced
Skiing Downhill Relays. NFL Youth
Figure Skating Stars on Ice X

ABC News

College Baaketbell: Bowling Green Stats al Toledo

Movie: "8ewrtyr*Farw»HoWison"(t997);E

feswsX

'Dead Be'om Dawn"

NBC News

M-A-S-H « [CashEip.

Pretender "Flyer (R)X

Rgure Skating: Work) Professional Champiorahrps.

Empty Nest Saturday Night Uve X

American Etrporisncs: Richest Man rn the World

Red Green

Beakman

Storybrsak IWtovdMag ITBA

ICoasge Basketball VMnova at Boston Coiege. X IColleoe Basketball UCLA at Louisvale (Uve) X

Pooh

BunWorTs Garden

Gourmet

OldMcusc

Workshop

Hometime

Wdwnaht

KaUcn

Michigan

Old House

Hometime

Workshop

Grilling

Gourmet

Cucina

Wdwrlght

Xena: Warrior Princess

Cape "Lost r Space" X
Sports

Klckln'It (In Stereo)

Cucina
Pairing

Netureec'n Prime

Ancestors

Austin City imils IR)

Lawrence Week Show

Antiques Roadshow X

Painting

Garden

Travels

Lawrence Walk Show

Creatures Great a Small Movie: The Grass Is Greener"(1960) |OHStorles

Seinfeld I | Home Imp.

CopeX

Garden

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wmgs at Phsadelphia Flyers (in Sfereo Live) X

iMovie

|Movle: ..i "->>vinv6e0cocf,(IS68. Comedy)

[Itermrlage

Hercules-Jmys.

Scoreboard Entertainers (In Stereo)

|Mov,;;

Movie:.. -A»OciTO"(i993)Shar»McOermotl

|WKRP

|Mcvie:»«^"faTO«'(l993)Cr»elopher Lambed. | Simpsons

Step-Step

Pistons

Movie

Red Green

Austin City Limits

Nature X
(Oft Air)

Untouch.
|Copa|R)X America's Most Warned F/X: The Series "Medea" Mad TV (In Stereo) X
Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Teles-Crypt [Teles-Crypt Watches
News

|NBA Basketball Philadelphia 76ers al Detroit Ptttoni (Lure)

Roseanne

KungFu: Legend Coot.

"Mahogany-

CABLE STATIONS
COM iFawttyT

|Fewtty Towers

|Whoae?

ESPN IcoOege Baaketbal Massachusetts at Temple
HBO I Real Sportafki Stereo)

On Delivery | Tick X

| Dream On

NFLs Greatest Game

|Hovte:**« -8>efl)e.Love-(199S)'PG-t3X

|Gump

Dream On [Movie: «W Stewardess ScrWor(l986) Brett Cullen [Daily Show [Daily Show Dr.Katr

USA jMortalK

The Critic

On Delivery [Sinbad

[Gallagher: The Messiest Offsides

NFL

NFL Prime Monday

|UpCloee

PGA God Phoenix Open -■ Third Round (Live)

Movie: «W "£mp««Hscoras"(i9961

Fankyyid |Movie: »•» ViUn Cowbcy"(t980, Drama) John Travolta. PG'
College Basketball: Deve'and St at III C". cage

SC |Co»egeBasketbell Pittsburgh at Georgetown (Live) College Hockey: Oho Slate at Michigan Stale. (R)
SO R [Secret ID.

Sportactr.

NFL Uneman Challenge |Award

,

Dracula

Sd-R Bun Trailer Park Movie:• 4"Phoenor-(t996)BradDounf.X

Dragon

Movie: Dead/«ieair(l996) Peter Onorati I

Movie:.') -The Day the Worn Eraetf{\X6i

Trader

Cavs

SFVoflex

Lost Earth [Duckman

|0tfsldes

| Offsides

Movie: *• "Eye ,'or an Eve-|l996) Salty Field fl'X Movie: t* "Nra Monlhs-(1995) X

|N8A Basketball Cnarotte Hornets at Cleveland Cavaliers (Lrve)

Movte:«*e •Da*nan"(t990) UamNeeson

[Movie:«« "The Presidio"(l98e) Sean Corrnery. X |Movie: **'» -Ramtw «T(1968) SyKrester Stalone.

lOttsldee

|-Stewr»sj-

Tsnnis: Australian Open - Men's Final From Meboume. Australia.
|Trscey

College Basketball Central Michigan al Oho

|Movie: «• "CoOtVond"(1992)Km Basmger

|Movle: •*»'! "Dm Haro"! 1988. Suspense) Bruce Wan. X

"MerceBasketbsll

[Movie: •'. ~Tr;eDay!Ke WonaCnoW

|Movle: ■Cortaoic«/s"(l997)Undsay Wagner X

SUNDAY
112 PMl 12:3011 PM 1 1:30 1 2 PM 1 2:30 13 PM 1 3:30 14 PM 1 4:30 1 5 PM 1 5:30 16 PM I 6:30 17 PM 1 7:30 1 ^ PM 1 8:30 1 9 PM 1 0:30 110 PMI 10:30 111 PMl 11:30 Il2 AM
BROADCAST STATIONS

Q>
ro
ffi
a)
©
09
SD

Cokvtge Basketbsl: Mana at Perm Stale. (Live) X | College Basketball Kentucky at Arkansas (Live) it
StsnJopkn Paid Prog. |PaldProj, |Senior PGA Golf Sums Game-- Fmal Round. (Lrve) I

[Olympic WmtertestS
| College Basketbsll Kansas al Colorado. (Live)

NBA Show NBA Basketbsll Mami Heat at New York Kmcks. (In Stereo Lrve) NBA Basketball: Los Angeles Lakers al Seattle SuperSonics. X

|TBA

NewsX

CBS News

60 Minutes (ki Stereo) X Touched by an Angel X "Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes FonKello"

NswsX

Medicine Woman

NewsX

ABC News

Lois A Clark-Superman

NswsX

Siskel

Videos

Ivldeos

Movie: "Hi;ac*ed FighfPSS"(l996) Casey Sander

Pain Free 3 NBC News

Movie: ft -&xHcJywwd"(1991) Michael J. Fox

Movie: ** 'National Lampoon's Cnrtstmas Vacaton" Used Cars

Editors

Firing Line Contrary

Land Is Ours X

Discovering Women X

Market

Adam Sm.

McLaughlin [McLaughlin Nova(R)(lnSlereo)X

Lawrence Walk Show

Russn. Odysssy

Nature "Horse Toers" X Masterpiece Theatre: Politician's Wife Encore! (R) Mystsry! "Original Sin"

Hometime

Old House [Baking

Desserts

aunts

Sewing

Lawrence Walk Show

Ancestors |Creeturss

National Geographic

Nature "Horse Tigers" X Masterpiece Theatre: Politcian's Wrle Mystery! Original Sri"

Workshop

Road to the Super Bowl All-Madoen Team

Gourmet

Movie

Paid Prog. IWastSt

AdamSm. |Journal

Fox Super Bowl Sunday (In Stereo) X
| Court TV

Movie: *e*M "The WayWe Were "(1973. Drama)

| Coast Gu.

Super Bowl XXXI: Green Bay Packers vs. New England Patriots. From the Superdome in New Orleans. X
[American Gladiators X

|Movie:«e«i "rnec7ocv*veG»r(l977. Comedy) Marsha Mason.

Extremists

Emergency Star Trek: Voyager X

Roseanne

Wedding

Could It Be a Miracle

Star Trek: Deep Space • Star Trek: Voyager X

Two I
Hsppy
Nature X

Encore! (R) (Off Air)

X-Filss "Leonard Betts"

Nsws

Movie: *** "Atahogan/-(l975) Diana Ross

FOX Sports Nsws

Criminals

Kwik WiU

Jewelry

Viper (R)

News!

[Sports Xtra Roseanne

Transition

Talk

[Roseanne [Home Imp

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

CABLE STATIONS
[Movie: «.'i ■Desp»rafeySee*»igSusan"(l%5) [TickX
|OnDelivery|Movie: ••'; -Caoria:A«in"(i990)Ror«n Williams iDr. KaLr
TheOitJtP 0a4iySrtm|OnDrasrwjry TickX
COM ; ■': Cll| Mc-ie v.-'M'; Movie: **4 "CacMacMan"(1990)Robn Wssims. Movie:••» "G*Ja Live 1
Dallas Cheerleaders
[PGAGotf Phoenor Open -Final Round (Lire)
|F)gura Sksong Champacne on lee. (R)
[Fitness America Pagsant(R)
Cheerlead ESPNews Sportscenter
SuperBoM
ESPN (11:30) NFL Countdown P. RozeUe PBA Bowling
[My Mother's Murder X Tracey
Movie: •« "O>i1Te'texiiMi3acys)air'(0rr4VJ"X|Movle:rni "Spesl*e Us"(i985) Dan Aykroyd 'PG' Movie: "OeadS*!nc»"(i997)JamesGamer.
Movie: "GrumperOWMan"(1995)X |Movie: e*.'; "Se-tseandSsns»>eh/-(t995)Emma Thompson.
|DennUM
HBO Movie:
CoHegs Basketball Marquette al DePaui. lUe)
|Women's Baaketbal: Mrn al Wise.
RedsRsp | Hoops USA Women's College Basaatbal
SC College Basketball Seton Hall al Rutgers. (Live)
Slo^tingalln Stereo) X |Movie:«« -Bfcodsfone Sur>sceces»"(l993)
[Movie •« "StoodtistSuOspeoes 111"(1993. Horror) Sightings (In Stereo) X Swamp
New Edge CNet
[Swamp
sen Web
Movie: **'-i TlaintlOlir [■:<*- ■■>. .■■.---. '
Movie.... i-j,U"J jl586.Susc*nsc- B-..C-A." :
[Big Easy 'I- Stereo) X
Clauds
|WsirdSd. Pacific Blue (In Stereo)
USA Pacrhc Blue "Runaway" Wings =

High School Basketbsll

|Womens CollegB Batketbel: Term, at Ala.

Rash "Be My Baby" X

Robocop: The Seriea

WeblR)

Stlk StalkingsnSli-c:

Big Eaay "Galoraide" X

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) Reel Wild

NewEdg.

<&tb4£i0>l
Ultimate
Happy
Hours
Start
at
5:00
x:- s
sn
^ ^ *
Karaoke Fridays at 8:30 Drafts500
*
& Drinks
, BCAMJNG GREEN. OHO

$2.00 Fare
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
▼
$1.00 Fare
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Aduli
Transit ID. Card Required"
' Available at Grant's Administrator's Office,

fake a Fre^
fest Driv*;

T

<32S> d^ <S> C3*

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access &
Group Seating

If you took the test today, how would you score?

354-6203

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

Come find out.
Call today to reserve your seatl
Bowling Qroejn UnrveHsity

BG Taxi information Is available in large print and
audio tape format upon request.

Saturday, February 8

Service) Area: Bowling Green
Please let
driver know
how many
persons
will be riding

U.<;. Taxi

KAPLAN

This service is
financsyJ in pan
from operating
assistance grant
from ODOT S FTA

1-800-KAP-TEST
vmww.kaplan.oom
,'M»SSarerep»«e<>.:' «ii«Ts»lr«risWis«pec».^

(!<ill I hour before service is ii<M*cletl.

I,

Bring a friend and Win a prize

T

PISANELLO'S
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun.

203 N. Main, BG

352-5166

7 ITEM PIZZA SALE*

s
A
L
E

ENDS
2/28/97

■Sm
$4.25
lMed....$5.50
iLg
$6.75 aLARGE
12 Slices
Your Best Value
I Good at oil participofingi
| locations.
'

$8.25

Add Breadsticks $2

b* 352-5166'
REE DELIVERY! I

_ Not valid with any other oiler . Coupon not necessary. ■ 'I
■
Chicago Style Extra. Expires 2-28-87
' I
IVoted Wood Comty'i BestlE,

^J

